
1029 IDEAS AS TO WHAT DAVID CAMERON AND THE CONSERVATIVES
SHOULD DO NEXT
As submitted to a special survey of party members by ConservativeHome.com

1.
Stay high profile. Do not give up too many policies - they will be copied.
 Sun, 10/21/07 8:28 AM 

 2.
Cameron should try very hard to remember that when he articulates 'right wing policies'
(i.e. vaguely conservative ones) the electorate finds him less tiresome and pointless than
they do otherwise.
 Sun, 10/21/07 5:19 AM 

 3.
Keep harrassing Brown. He may crack.
 Fri, 10/19/07 12:45 PM 

 4.
Give more emphasis on the poor value for money that we have got from our high taxes
and the savings that can be made
 Fri, 10/19/07 9:08 AM 

 5.
Concentrate on Conservative policies and not slag off other parties. sort out what you are
going to do with the NHS
 Thu, 10/18/07 3:54 PM 

 6.
Just keep up the pressure on a very weak PM and show unity.
 Thu, 10/18/07 3:11 AM 

 7.
Pressure for a vote on the EU constitution. Highlight the failures in the NHS and



education. Be tougher on crime, build more prisons and anyone caught with an illegal fire
arm, goes to prison, no questions asked!!!
 Wed, 10/17/07 12:39 PM 

 8.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown, especially over the EU Treaty
 Wed, 10/17/07 11:10 AM 

 9.
Remind voters that Grim Gordon's last budget as Chancellor set various tax rates for
some years ahead. There was no mention of the recent changes to Inheritance Tax or
Stamp Duty then. Keep pressing for the EU referendum. Present only those of our
policies which Brown/Labour are politically unable to adopt, such as increased defence
and Law & Order spending, scrapping ID cards and resisting state control in Congestion
Charging and Road pricing etc. Highlight our differences of approach while confirming
that we will match the total budgets in each department, but shifting the emphasis on
value for money policies, without imposed staff reductions.
 Wed, 10/17/07 10:33 AM 

 10.
Keep on exposing the nasty side of Brown, the man with the fake grin. He is a miserable
man who destroyed so much that was good in the country. A bit like rugby, keep on the
pressure; he hates having to react rather than letting him play his game based on
deception and lies.
 Wed, 10/17/07 9:21 AM 

 11.
Concentrate on the overspending and waste of this Government
 Wed, 10/17/07 1:29 AM 

 12.
Continue to highlight the shortcomings of Gordon Brown. Attack him all the time
 Wed, 10/17/07 1:25 AM 



 13.
Stay united and keep up the pressure. never give Labour an opportunity to come back.
 Wed, 10/17/07 12:53 AM 

 14.
push for that general election
 Tue, 10/16/07 12:56 PM 

 15.
Say a referendum on the EU Constitution will be held by the next Conservative
government even if already agreed by Labour
 Tue, 10/16/07 11:32 AM 

 16.
Suggest that an English Parliament will resolve the West Lothian Question
 Tue, 10/16/07 11:14 AM 

 17.
Keep up the pressure on Brown. More true traditional "Conservative" policies!
 Tue, 10/16/07 9:52 AM 

 18.
Continue to attack Gordon Brown's record as Chancellor at every possible opportunity.
Make sure they do not gloat !
 Tue, 10/16/07 9:45 AM 

 19.
Keep up the good work
 Tue, 10/16/07 4:20 AM 

 20.
Concentrate on key issues that are election winners and not peripheral issues and stand
firm on issues even if unpopular e.g. no changing of positions on things such as grammar
schools. Issue making policies not image making.



 Tue, 10/16/07 3:19 AM 

 21.
Start to lead the agenda by announcing more policy decisions and to campaign for a
referendum on Europe
 Tue, 10/16/07 1:43 AM 

 22.
Continue to seize the initiative and attack Brown and the Labour Government. Point out
that Labour are implementing Conservative policies, but watered down and not so
effective (cf Inheritance Tax) Do not succumb to pressure to reveal too many policies too
early
 Tue, 10/16/07 12:25 AM 

 23.
Keep attacking Brown on his past record, and dont let him take the credit for solving
problems ie foot and mouth was caused by leak from Pirbright following cuts in govt
funding
 Tue, 10/16/07 12:15 AM 

 24.
Have William Hague as leader.
 Mon, 10/15/07 7:00 PM 

 25.
They now need to show that they are a party of Government and financially competent.
 Mon, 10/15/07 2:49 PM 

 26.
Flush out incompetent Agents. Modernise associations. Support the building up of
Conservative Futures. Build on party strengths.
 Mon, 10/15/07 1:56 PM 

 27.



press home our strengths and point out Labour's and Brown's weaknesess
 Mon, 10/15/07 11:04 AM 

 28.
Maintain a family friendly and tax friendly position and unity within the Party. Keep
pushing the waste and mismanagement within the NHS. Don't forget the absurd political
correctness.
 Mon, 10/15/07 7:40 AM 

 29.
Keep on the track they are on, not only is it pleasing floating voteres it is regaining the
tory vote
 Mon, 10/15/07 7:36 AM 

 30.
Tackle the issue of high council tax bills
 Mon, 10/15/07 5:54 AM 

 31.
Capitalise on the gains, keep the momentum going but without smugness. Keep pressing
the Prime Minister - every opportunity - he doesn't like it.
 Mon, 10/15/07 5:29 AM 

 32.
reinforce the messages in Cameron's conference speech which went way beyond anything
he had said before on core Conservative issues.
 Mon, 10/15/07 5:05 AM 

 33.
Talk tax reductions based on Government spending cuts. Not doctors, nurses, policemen,
teachers and other angelic creatures but civil servants, manners of quangos, bureaucrats,
administators and other eaters of public money.
 Mon, 10/15/07 5:00 AM 



 34.
Join the FSB petition on Taper relief and back it whole heartedly plus spell out to the
elctorate how little difference Mr Darling Inheritance proposals mean against what
should really happen. In other show their con
 Mon, 10/15/07 4:01 AM 

 35.
This country has become rather bossy and unpleasant under Labour. I would like to see
more manners for instance at airports. Even if delays and searches have to happen there is
never any reason to be rude. Also don't let Labour take the lead again on policies.
 Mon, 10/15/07 3:11 AM 

 36.
Continue to firm up on policies, especially immigration and on 24-hour drinking
 Mon, 10/15/07 2:49 AM 

 37.
Keep the pressure on Brown to deliver all that has been promised over the last ten years
and keeping the strong lead in the polls by effective opposition.
 Mon, 10/15/07 2:19 AM 

 38.
Concentrate on the EU constitution. Show that is identical in spirit and intent to the last
one on which Brown promised us a referendum. Show that he is a liar and a coward.
People know he does not want to call it because he knows he will lose it- just like the
general election. Play on that coward theme.
 Mon, 10/15/07 1:54 AM 

 39.
reasure those living in flood areas that their homes will be insured and that ther will be
NO further building on such areas. Also, give local Planning Committees greater powers
for refusal with no right of appeal other than to the local Planning Committee.
 Mon, 10/15/07 1:35 AM 



 40.
Keep up the pressure and pick on all the spin that GB is emitting.
 Sun, 10/14/07 11:20 PM 

 41.
oncentrate on important issues and avoid grammar schools, car park charges at
supermarkets, rationing of air travel and similar irrelevant and ill thought out ideas
 Sun, 10/14/07 4:11 PM 

 42.
keep battering the labour party and government--give them no respite.
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:16 PM 

 43.
Remind the media(and G.Brown) at every opportunity regarding the broken promise that
we would have a referendum. Publish extracts from the failed Constitution document
together with the same identical extracts from the proposed Treaty document to show
examples that they are the same.Capitalise on the latest shocking news regarding the
conditions in NHS hospitals, reminding this present Governments statements & abysmal
performance over the past 10 years regarding their progress in improving the NHS.
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:03 PM 

 44.
Keep up the pressure on Brown, remind everyone that the pension problems, tax
problems etc are all down to him and him alone. Everything that is wrong at the moment
is due to Brown when he was Chancellor. We should not be oushed into too many radical
policy stetments by the presas Labour willl only copy them.
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:56 PM 

 45.
Not get carried away. Develop policies and tie them together with a coherent philosophy.
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:16 PM 

 46.



Attack Gordon Brown and the Labour Party at every opportunity.
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:10 PM 

 47.
Repeat/repeat/repeat the policies
 Sun, 10/14/07 1:21 PM 

 48.
Ask the electoral whather they would have £9 billion spent on African childrens
education or putting the flood defences in order to protect british homes and help our
elderly in nursing homes rather than sell their houses to pay the fees
 Sun, 10/14/07 1:02 PM 

 49.
Keep united, keep repeating and reenforcing the messages outlined at Blackpool, keep
exposing the 'spin' and shallowness of Labour.In particular continue to emphasise that
Conservatives care about the disadvantaged and less fortunate AND will encourage
enterprise, initiative and local decision-making (local government, health, education)
 Sun, 10/14/07 12:44 PM 

 50.
Be positive
 Sun, 10/14/07 11:22 AM 

 51.
Analyze the reality of the ten year period of Gordon Brown as Chancellor - and expose
the tax rises and the poor results.
 Sun, 10/14/07 10:39 AM 

 52.
Stick to traditional themes on traditional issues. They can appear 'softer' on certain issues
e.g. NHS, green issues, but should maintain a traditional, very Conservative approach on
Europe, immigration, cutting out waste with scope for more tax cuts, and crime.
 Sun, 10/14/07 10:24 AM 



 53.
Continue with policy announcements that the public want to hear such as cleaning up the
hospitals so that they stay clean not the one and only session that Brown advocates
 Sun, 10/14/07 10:01 AM 

 54.
More of the same and keep up the pressure!
 Sun, 10/14/07 9:59 AM 

 55.
Keep bashing Brown and make it clear they are a bunch of Socialists !
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:51 AM 

 56.
Keep opposing - not let up the pressure on Brown. Carry on with the positive messages -
new policies and a new vision and hope for Britain.
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:42 AM 

 57.
A 2 pronged approach they have been doing, plus highlighting Labour copying
Conservative ideas and criticising labour
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:40 AM 

 58.
Maintain pressure on Gordon Brown, and improve communications with Conservative
grassroots to keep up morale. Prepare for the referendum on EU - likely to be the next big
policy stolen by Labour - the EU issues MUST NOT be seen to split the Conservative
Party so make sure the inevitable differences of opinion are kept out of the media.
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:23 AM 

 59.
Keep getting the message across that to vote Conservative is the best thing to do
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:06 AM 



 60.
Sit tight & wait for Labour mistakes to follow.
 Sun, 10/14/07 8:04 AM 

 61.
Gradually set out the vision they have for Britain, campaign for a referendum for the
European Constitution and infuriate GB by coming over oh so reasonable. They are
basically doing the right things and are now in the position that they can speak on issues
that are concerning the electorate without sounding obsessive or right-wing
backwoodsmen. How much policy to reveal without the magpies flying away with out is
a fine balance, but the public appear not to have been taken in by Labours sudden
conversion to IHT relief for example. In addition there are tax rises in the pipeline that
GB has hidden away when making his last budget, etc.
 Sun, 10/14/07 7:17 AM 

 62.
Keep landing the broadsides on a discredited government
 Sun, 10/14/07 7:11 AM 

 63.
Hold the Government to account and develop policy.
 Sun, 10/14/07 7:08 AM 

 64.
Keep up the pressure on Brown particularly with what he has done to the pensions
industry. Make people wake up to the fact that they will be struggling when they retire
because of what Brown has done and he will be long gone and living off an inflation
proofed, final salary and very generous pension scheme.
 Sun, 10/14/07 5:29 AM 

 65.
keep up the pressure. Harry them and make them feel desperate. Then the mistakes will
come. We MUST excercise self discipline and not start squabbling.



 Sun, 10/14/07 4:09 AM 

 66.
Keep the pressure up on Brown
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:59 AM 

 67.
Adopt Conservative policies
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:57 AM 

 68.
go back to true conservative polices the time is now right
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:27 AM 

 69.
Keep up the pressure now we have the advantage we must not let it slip. Discussions on
Policy should not be in public
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:14 AM 

 70.
Continue to take the fight to Gordon Brown whilst slipping out good news items.
 Sun, 10/14/07 3:14 AM 

 71.
KEEP TO CORE VALUES.
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:58 AM 

 72.
Keep opposing and pointing out the failures of this wretched govenment; throw more 'red
meat' to the core voters and less talk about green taxes and windmills on our bicycles.
No-one in their right mind would, from choice, work 8 or 10 hours in factory or shop etc.
and then on a cold, wet November night (or any time of year for that matter) get on their
bike and cycle 10 miles or so home. Even the Chinese don't do that any more. Where I
live there are no buses so car is the only option, otherwise we live in an open prison, and



taxing cars and fuel penalises countrydwellers excessively as we have no choice.
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:49 AM 

 73.
Become stronger on the pensions disaster; fighhting immuigration; resisting moves to
bring us closer to the EC; ensuring U K citizens get preferential treatmenty iover
migrants and workers from the EC; ensuring immigramnt workers pay all and every tax;
prevent payment of any allowance for children of immigramnts overseas Ensuring
immediate deprtation of illegal immigrants and, regardless of country, all who have
committed crimes.; Remove Dft interference in daily ruinning of railways
 Sun, 10/14/07 2:42 AM 

 74.
More tax cuts
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:29 PM 

 75.
Drive Brown and his gang to the wall by being a real opposition.
 Sat, 10/13/07 6:15 PM 

 76.
Maintain unity and stick to Cameron's agenda
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:41 PM 

 77.
Keep up the attack on a weak PM who is scared to risk an EU Referendum - just as he
was scared to seek a m,andate from British People.
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:30 PM 

 78.
KEEP CALM AND ATTACK GOVERMENT AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:24 PM 

 79.



Destroy Brown and his Cabinets reputation and build upon his own.
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:06 PM 

 80.
Whenever Mr Brown makes a faux passe make the most of it in PM Question Time as he
did this week
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:01 PM 

 81.
Continue acting as an opposition attacking this government's dire record....and
remphasising Tony Brown's (sic) involvement in the senior echelons of this morally
bankrupt government over the last ten years.....attack dogs to the fore...referring to the
litany of their failures at every opportunity backed up with hard data ...just like they still
do to us about what we did when we were in power...it slips off their tongues...it should
similarly slip off ours readily everytime we are on the radio or tv......the media is the key
to our success and is in many key areas still part of the New Labour project....we need to
establish our own networks of friends
 Sat, 10/13/07 1:09 PM 

 82.
Keep EU REferendum on the boil
 Sat, 10/13/07 12:31 PM 

 83.
Get the public really wound up about the European Treaty and the need for a referendum,
after first making ABSOLUTELY SURE no Tory MP or major supporter breaks ranks.
 Sat, 10/13/07 12:21 PM 

 84.
Keep at their throats all the time
 Sat, 10/13/07 11:32 AM 

 85.
Not get overexcited



 Sat, 10/13/07 10:05 AM 

 86.
Move further to the centre
 Sat, 10/13/07 9:33 AM 

 87.
Attcak Labour ruthlessly and expose their policies in detail.Give them no rest and
especially keep holding them up to ridicule. Make sure our own policies are watertight
and always be ready to answer the counter-attacks of Labour in detail.
 Sat, 10/13/07 9:29 AM 

 88.
Keep going!
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:44 AM 

 89.
Push the advantage and go after the EU treaty. Start publicity campaigns using bill boards
and petitions. Go for the Sun readership pushing Brown from the working class roots he
is meant to come from.
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:30 AM 

 90.
Press home the advantage of being on top. Recent thing is that the Chief Treasury
Secretary is calling for tax breaks for married couples. Where have I heard that before?!
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:24 AM 

 91.
Not ask Callaghan where he went wrong!
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:20 AM 

 92.
Brown has been a key player in every policy decision over the last 10 years and we must
continue to highlight all the failed policies during this period. Particularly Health,



Education and Law & Order.
 Sat, 10/13/07 8:13 AM 

 93.
Attack the government rather than suck up to Polly Toynbee and go on husky rides.
Campaign on government inefficiencies and waste - highlight it.
 Sat, 10/13/07 7:20 AM 

 94.
1. Propose to reinstate post offices shut by Labour. 2. Continue pressing for an EU treaty
referendum and campaign for a "no" result. 3. Campaign against the EU's attempt to
control sport 4. Guarantee freedom of speech, and oppose Labour's bill that introduces
the concept of speech crimes and dictates Labour's idea of morality (in favour of
homosexuals). 5. Expose and oppose Labour's system of justice which corrupts policing
so that victims and minor offenders are treated worse than primary and major offenders.
6. Point out that housing is so expensive because of Labour's (hidden) agenda on
immigration. 7. Point out the reduction in disposable income due to high taxation. 8.
Attack and promise to reverse all of Labour's shortcomings, and sound like the
conservatives are hungry for power.
 Sat, 10/13/07 7:06 AM 

 95.
keep banging away in Parliament and at PMQs
 Sat, 10/13/07 7:05 AM 

 96.
Concentrate on highlighting "you've paid your taxes where is the delivery?" and the
effects of reducing tax rates on the actual money collected.
 Sat, 10/13/07 6:53 AM 

 97.
Remain unified and keep up their attacks on Labour in general and Brown in particular.
 Sat, 10/13/07 6:51 AM 



 98.
Keep doing what we're doing! And its about bloody time!
 Sat, 10/13/07 6:38 AM 

 99.
Kick Labour hard at every opportunity - again, again and again. Expose Brown's
character flaws, lack of vision and deceit.
 Sat, 10/13/07 6:35 AM 

 100.
Get a grip on tax reduction. We can hammer them on this, and shouldn't lose the
opportunity.
 Sat, 10/13/07 5:31 AM 

 101.
Keep up the ideas and let labour pinch them it will all be to our benefit.
 Sat, 10/13/07 5:29 AM 

 102.
Carry on the good work - sound policies with bite! Need to work on the immigration
issue next.
 Sat, 10/13/07 5:23 AM 

 103.
Hit them hard on their huge tax increases which have been wasted as shown by their poor
performance in all public services:- NHS- appauling failure ie - MRSA & C.difficile
deaths which if occurring in private sector would have brought media scandal and court
cases. Financial by Trusts- they require better management. Lack of nursing care. GPs
surgeries now 9 to 5, Monday to Friday nearly. With costs rising astronomically.
Education- results standards very questionable,system not producing scientists, engineers,
and other essential skilled workers nor technical/trades. Discipline gone. English, Maths,
Languages and Communication skills vanishing. Immigration a disaster and heading
towards what Mr Powell stated would happen. Pensions - 0nce the envie of the world
now a total mess, the only winners being Public Services funded by the people in private



sector who have lost their pensions. Political correctness caused by EU legal interferance
promulgating the worst aspects of personal character and standards. Policing and crime -
police demoralised by burocracy and imbalance of legislation in support of criminal and
against victim. Everyone knows that numbers of serious crime is increasing while denial
continues. Armed Forces not supported and financially constrained while other public
services are flooded with badly wasted tax payers money. Council Taxes rising and have
risen for years significantly above the rate of inflation while services have not improved
at all and in some cases have got worse.
 Sat, 10/13/07 5:21 AM 

 104.
Keep the same broad thrust of policy, fleshing it out and costing it properly so that it
withstands Labour and expert scrutiny. Oppose unneccessary restrictions in freedom of
speech, such as the proposed amendments to the Criminal Justice Bill.
 Sat, 10/13/07 5:15 AM 

 105.
Keep harassing and attacking Gordon Brown, exposing his obvious weaknesses and
making him increasingly vunerable. An election may well be two years away but keep
chipping away at him none-the-less
 Sat, 10/13/07 4:56 AM 

 106.
Keep the pressure on Labour.
 Sat, 10/13/07 4:43 AM 

 107.
Attack the Labour Party at every turn on Europe, the prospective economic downturn, the
NHS and Maidstone, the Election (or lack of), law and order, public sector waste,
immigration. They're an easy target. Go for the jugular; that's what Tories in the Shires
want to see
 Sat, 10/13/07 4:24 AM 

 108.



Stick at it! As Churchill said KBO
 Sat, 10/13/07 4:12 AM 

 109.
Encourage all constituency associations to (at least start to) select strong prospective
candidates, in order to focus activity.
 Sat, 10/13/07 4:02 AM 

 110.
KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY ! UNLESS BROWN HAS A USE FOR DRY POWDER !
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:52 AM 

 111.
Keep up the pressure on Brown and make sure that we do n ot introduce or suggest
policies that are alien to the party
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:48 AM 

 112.
Continue to put across tax cuts and fight for the euro referendum
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:41 AM 

 113.
maintain the pressure on gb (note the lower case!!) he will eventually collapse. He is
totally incapable of running the country. If every shaddow minister follows the example
of DC and GO there will be nowhere for gb to hide from the electorate,his many flaws
will be totally exposed.
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:08 AM 

 114.
Rub CHICKEN GORDONS PARSONS NOSE in it.
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:08 AM 

 115.
Vigourously go for the jugular in exposing Labour's incompetence over their whole ten



years in office, their hideous and insatiable desire for tax increases, profligacy and their
complete lack of ability to implement even their few sensible ideas (even if they steal
Tory plans they won't be able to make them work!).
 Sat, 10/13/07 3:05 AM 

 116.
Avoid squabbling and criticising the leadership. Continue to work steadily in the
marginals. Stop, somehow, yesterday's men (eg Michael Ancram and Norman Tebbit)
from unnecessarily making damaging statements. PLEASE speak out positively against
the way this country was led into the Iraq war and refrain from saying they were 100% in
support of the war and still are. Not long ago Anne Widdicombe was asked how she
stood on this issue when addressing a meeting at the Richmond Theatre in N.Yorkshire.
She replied defiantly that she had fully supported going to war with Iraq and still did.
This was greeted with a chorus of disapproving murmurs from a predominantly
Conservative audience. Disapproval of the Conservative attitude to the Iraq War is the
main cause of the almost total lack of support for the Conservatives in a large part of the
North East where for example the large city of Newcastle upon Tyne has not one
Conservative councillor. In Newcastle there are certain areas which were traditionally
Conservative and in recent times control has been lost to the Lib Dems. It is a ghastly
state of affairs for the Conservative party to be totally unrepresented at this level. The
main reason cited for not wanting to vote Conservative by those who were traditional
Tory voters as well as by floating voters has been predominantly their attitude to the Iraq
War. *Without sounding a fanfare all sensible Conservative MPs and spokesmen could,
and should, when the opportunity arises quietly state that like a majority of the British
people they were misled by Blair and draw attention to the ongoing deceit of the Labour
Government. It is very damaging for people like Teresa May to say publicly that she
fervaently believes that going to war in the way we did was a Good Thing. (* This applis
to Cameron as well. I greatly admire him and my only regret is that he has not distanced
himself from the way we went to war,)
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:34 AM 

 117.
Foremost continue to show unity, keep pushing policies that encourage the family, press
for a referendum on the European treaty and continue a responsible tax cutting agenda.
 Sat, 10/13/07 2:00 AM 



 118.
Show the public that they can run the Country, deal with the economy,crime,NHS etc.
without being radically right wing.
 Sat, 10/13/07 1:42 AM 

 119.
S T A Y U N I T E D !
 Sat, 10/13/07 1:37 AM 

 120.
CONCENTRATE ON THE HEALTH SERVICE IN PARTICULAR OLDER PEOPLE
AND THE LACK OF CARE (MANY MANY VOTERS) . REFORM BENEFITS
PARTICULARLY FOR OLDER PEOPLE IT IS SO DEGRADING FOR THEM TO
CLAIM AND SO MANY DO NOT ,NO TAX AFTER RETIREMENT AGE
 Sat, 10/13/07 1:30 AM 

 121.
Debunk the myth that the economy is so doing well as Labour would have us believed.
Keep reminding people that the so call stable economy is based on personal debt and
credit card and that the bubble will soon burst. Keep reminding people that while Labour
imports foreign workers, English natives are kept happy on benefits. Keep debunking
Brown's lies about education and expose him for the hypocrite he and his cronies are.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:20 PM 

 122.
Take the time to listen to people, generate real examples of the problems people face, and
talk about those problems all the time. Only talk about policies when faced with the
question "what would you do?" and instead focus on 10 years of Labour failures.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:57 PM 

 123.
David Cameron has to continue his project of modernising and evolving the party in
policy and image so that we can equally battle with Labour on any possible issue that



may come up and present ourselves (in a positive way) of having the best vision for the
present and future of Britain.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:40 PM 

 124.
Keep mainly away from Green Issues,and "hugging Hoodies"and concentrate in ensuring
WE get a REFERENDUM on Europe.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:05 PM 

 125.
Focus on their agenda, and not get deflected by the Government's.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:42 PM 

 126.
Continue to develope the team approach, all working together. ( Good to see Ken Clark
get a standing ovation at conference for a good speach.) Brown will be a one man band
trying to run everything for Labour. Continue developing the policies, build up the
organisation and prepare for the long hard slog but with some fun.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:19 PM 

 127.
Keep the pressure on in Parliament and the country while the momentum is with them
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:13 PM 

 128.
Sort themselves out, stop pussyfooting around and get a plan tpgehter that deals with the
real issues, like why I pay too much tax, why we let too many foreigners in and why they
can't agree among themsleves ho ot be a credible opposition. Green is non-issue, there is
a politician about that has bib enough balls ot do what it would takem [stop us driving
cars, heating our hosues etc] so stop syaing it is, becasue if you get voted in and try to fix
carbon emissions, you ''l be out in no time. Avoid Political correctness because it is a
doctrine fostered by a delusional, illogical liberal minority and rabidly promoted by an
unscrupulous mainstream media, which holds forth the proposition that it is entirely
possible to pick up a turd by the clean end."



 Fri, 10/12/07 2:03 PM 

 129.
keep up the pressure, and go on the attack.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:00 PM 

 130.
target the CSR 07 report and its effect on the districts
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:56 PM 

 131.
KEEP UP THE PRESSURE WHILE PROGRESSIVELY ANALYSING POLICY
BRIEFS AND MAKING STRONG POLICY STATEMENTS
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:42 PM 

 132.
(1) Remember that one principal reason for teh surge in Conservative popularity was a re-
emphasis on Family values and hinting at traditional values whilst sounding modern (2)
Select candidates for all the remotely winnable seats (3) Draw attention to Labour
weaknesses, failure to deliver over the last 10 years, and Labour Party division, eg
discomfiture over Europe (4) Continue to associate Gordon Brown with the past 10 years
and his division
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:01 PM 

 133.
Consolidate on progress and develop policies further - but keep powder dry. Look to
support local election campaigns with unified and low key national campaign
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:30 PM 

 134.
don´t give up the middle ground but do also pursue tax cuts etc further.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:27 PM 

 135.



Above all, STAY UNITED!!!!!! Continue to harry Macavity at every turn. Do not let him
get away with stuff he is responsible for. Carry on carefully evaluating policy. Get ALL
our PPCs in place ASAP, and get them bedded in.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:14 PM 

 136.
Keep up the attack on Labours debt economy
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:12 PM 

 137.
Keep up the steady progress
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:09 PM 

 138.
Keep reminding Brown of his loss of nerve so that people see him as a loser.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:00 PM 

 139.
Stay united and keep up the pressure.
 Fri, 10/12/07 11:59 AM 

 140.
Go really hard on crime. Reintroduce corporeal punishment in schools and in the courts.
Burn all the police procedure paperwork and return to the good old clip round the ear.
Execute any one who carries a gun without a license or commits murder against the
police, prison officers or pensioners
 Fri, 10/12/07 11:51 AM 

 141.
1. Maintain the pressure on Labour by analysing everything they say and announce and
challenging them where they are spinning 2. Develop the policy ideas further. 3. Forge
better links with the City and Business. Why not set up panels like the policy forums to
develop ideas on different aspects of the economy. We need to beef up our economic
attack on Brown. 4. Recruit lots of new members and sta\rt training them for the election



 Fri, 10/12/07 11:32 AM 

 142.
Keep on the offensive, calling on a referendum on the EU treaty, and attacking the
government over the state of the NHS.
 Fri, 10/12/07 11:03 AM 

 143.
Keep pressure on Labour and work at detailed policies.
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:55 AM 

 144.
keep up with the solid tory stuff,less green crap,look statesmanlike,show brown to be wet
and weak,embarass him in pmq's....get him riled[easily done]
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:53 AM 

 145.
Not get too carried away with mocking the PM, otherwise the electorate will start to feel
some sympathy for him. They should also consentrate on exposing the Govt's lies and
wasteful use of taxes,of which there are many. They must avoid, if possible, giving away
any more new policies that can be stolen. Finally, they should be looking at the mighty
waste in government expenditure to pay for tax cuts...starting with Quango's.
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:46 AM 

 146.
Keep their policies close to their chest, but continue to build up a manifesto behind closed
doors. The if needs be, they can leak elements of it as the election approaches.
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:40 AM 

 147.
PERSEVERE AND KEEP ALL PROMISES. FIGHT CRIME ROBUSTLY. RE-
INTRODUCE A FORM OF NATIONAL SERVICE TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS
RELATING TO SERIOUS YOUTH CRIME.
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:26 AM 



 148.
Start to emphasise how many of Labours policies are failing, point out just how many
things in this country don't work and how are public services are worse than in other
comparable countries
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:12 AM 

 149.
Get down to some, only some, detail. Follow on with policies AND TONE from IDS's
speech.
 Fri, 10/12/07 10:09 AM 

 150.
Hound Brown in the House, mock and make fun of him - he can't handle it; and lay out a
tax cutting agenda for after the next election - the mood is swinging back to smaller
government
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:53 AM 

 151.
referendum west lothian
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:49 AM 

 152.
go on the attack about immigration, pensioners and crime
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:48 AM 

 153.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown, especially at Prime ministers question time.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:47 AM 

 154.
Continue to show a united front and show a clear conservative alternative to labour
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:44 AM 



 155.
Keep asking for an election or a referendum
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:40 AM 

 156.
Build on the outline policies already announced, and develop them into a full
Conservative programme for Government, as Margaret Thatcher's team did. Now that
politicians and the public have at last realised that tax cuts are not the same as firing
nurses, but are essential to make the economy more efficient, take much further their
plans for cutting Big Government down to size and reducing taxes accordingly
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:38 AM 

 157.
formulate policies as quickly as possible, so that the party has a stance and criticisms of
not knowing what the Conservative party stands for can be curbed. Cameron cannot rely
on groups to forumlate the Conservative's policies as they will contrast on some deals. He
must advocate what he thinks is right; what he will do as PM. People will not vote for
someone who has taken all his policies from groups - the groups will not be there if, woe
forbid, a time of national crisis emerges. We need to know what the leader stands for if
there is any hope for election victory.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:32 AM 

 158.
Kepp on about the EU Treaty - British want vote on it, if Brown signs up to this, keep
shouting and keep the Daily Mail and the Sun on your side. Stay off GREEN issues for a
while PLEASE!!!! Dirty hospitals, and schools where children cannot read or write, and
size of classes and Immigration - it has to be controlled, please
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:30 AM 

 159.
JUst stick to their present course. They needn't make any more big policy announcements
for the time being.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:25 AM 



 160.
Keep building a positive case for Conservative policies and demand the UAE referendum
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:17 AM 

 161.
Produce a proper right wing manifesto
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:15 AM 

 162.
Continue to exploit Brown's 'red'fault lines
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:14 AM 

 163.
Spread the policy ideas out to the public.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:10 AM 

 164.
Focus on present day consequences of 10 years of Brownian management of the
economy and public services. Continue to with presentations of policy and of its
rationale. Keep EU immigration and social cohesion in respect of immigrants and
offspring already here in the lights
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:08 AM 

 165.
Start preparing for the election, whenever it may come with policies that provide a clear
distinction between the Conservative and Labour parties and Cameron should stop trying
to be a carbon copy Tony Blair.
 Fri, 10/12/07 9:02 AM 

 166.
Talk to the local policeman and bring in policies to hit violent and irresponsible crime.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:55 AM 

 167.



Keep going on the course set by the last two weeks. We have regained the initiative, we
must keep ahead of Labour in policy and keep them chasing our agenda.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:50 AM 

 168.
Remind the electorate how much waste of their money was done by Gordon Brow;n as
Chancellor.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:45 AM 

 169.
Don't get carried away. Few people listen to PMQ's or get over excited by the
announcement of a non election. Remain positive and do not go over board on charachter
attacks. Keep Michael Gove away from TV Cameras, people really do take against him
when they see him. He may be good (and is) but is also annoying. Behind the scenes
carry on pulling the policies together. Go hell for leather on the EU Treaty but be
prepared for the question that will arise later, namely why don't we pull out of the EU
altogether. We are united on the EU Treaty point but not the EU. Hammer home
"Breakdown and Breakthrough Britain" it resonates with people and get DD backing him
up with law and order policies. Do not underestimate the extent of the collapse of the
criminal justice system, whch is now spreading to the entire court service as well as
effecting family law. Listen (or pretend to) to more Tory MP's. It is hard to get past the
Cameron clique.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:44 AM 

 170.
Keep the pressure on Brown. Tell the country Brown's vision:No referendum, Scottish
MP's allowed to override English MP's on English issues, Health Service in chaos,
billions of pounds to be spent on Identity Cards. Play it cool, rather than too much
hysterics.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:39 AM 

 171.
Keep saying How scared Brown is and how that if it was not for Tory policies he would
not have any ideas for his Government. keep saying we want an Election.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:33 AM 



 172.
Study public sector bureaucracy,waste and ineffective expenditure (e..g tax credit
system), particulatly in welfare, health and education then identifying scope for cut in
spending, and how this might be spent e..g increase spending on defence, transport and
security/police, and tax cuts.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:30 AM 

 173.
Consolidate the Party's united lead in the polls. Keep progressing policy. Engage the city
and business leaders. Look to help small business and self employed.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:20 AM 

 174.
Build and commnicate apositive vision of a cobnservative Britain and contrast wit a worn
out cynical labour party
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:20 AM 

 175.
Make sure there is no let-up in the efforts to try to force a referendum. Accepting the
'treaty' is just about the worst thing that could happen to this country. Keep up the attacks
on Brown, the next worst thing to Blair, almost identical on spin.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:07 AM 

 176.
Explain that it is possible to provide exactly the same service for less money. eg you can
buy a Mars Bar fror one shop for 40p or in another shop for 30p ie exactly the same
service for 25% less money.
 Fri, 10/12/07 8:06 AM 

 177.
Behave like the Prime Minister, who has GB as his errand boy. He should be pleased that
Brown is following Conservative policies and thus doing the best for the country. He
could express sadness that Brown hasn't been able to carry out these policies for the last



10 years.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:58 AM 

 178.
Continue to make life as difficult as possible for Gordon Brown and keep hounding him
until he relents, calls a general election or resigns.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:54 AM 

 179.
Keep up the pressure on Brown.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:52 AM 

 180.
Stop talking about "Green" issues and Start dealing with the bread and butter issues of
British poltics! And stop party spin and publicitiy stunts!
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:51 AM 

 181.
Point out that Alaster Darling's supposed Inheritance tax concessions actually give
nothing. A married couple had a £600,000 threshold between them before. I was very
disappointed when I studied the small print. I had thought, as a widow that I now had a
threshold of £600,000, but the money my husband left to others than me is deducted from
this sum, so I scarcely have £400,000, not even the value of my small house in Surrey.
Many others must have been deceived too and feel very upset. The Conservatives should
play this up and also keep pointing out how much extra tax is being taken by capital gains
etcetera. Everyone is tired of it.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:50 AM 

 182.
Work through the policy ideas and present a clean vision to the country, contrasting that
with the idea free labour government
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:43 AM 

 183.



Keep up the pressure and momentum. Keep using the 'phoney' Brown tag and come out
fighting against all the spin we are getting from Brown. He is worse than Blair was and
we MUST highlight EVERY incident when it happens! Also, get ALL the shadow
cabinet out there and in the media. The media is turning against Brown and Labour and
we have to get then onside.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:42 AM 

 184.
Pile on the pressure at every opportunity with "real" Conservative policies. No own goals
- keep the head.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:40 AM 

 185.
Get working on some more policy items that we can sell as real policy to the public.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:39 AM 

 186.
Get some policies that Gordon Brown will steal but have other ready for the real thing. If
he is seen as Mr Magpie more often people will see through him
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:26 AM 

 187.
Continue their attacks on Brown.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:24 AM 

 188.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown and his duplicious personality and propensity to
break promises. Also keep hammering away at the failure to hold a referendum on the
new European "Constitution". Hammer away at his habit of repeating "good news".
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:20 AM 

 189.
keep hitting at bron personally especially with humour
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:17 AM 



 190.
Start talking about a better deal for the Armed forces and direct positive measures for
fighting crime.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:12 AM 

 191.
Question the Government on wastage within their own Departments. There seems to be
no accountability on wastage within the Government.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:05 AM 

 192.
Augment their control of the political initiative by continuing to exploit Brown's current
difficulties (i.e critique his decisions as unbecoming of a PM, damage his personal
credibility through displays of public humiliation e.g PM questions, etc.), combind with a
rafta of policies concerning the social breakdown agaenda, with particular focus attached
to morality, the family, community reconstruction, intellectual rehabilitation of public
life, education, etc. THIS will enthuse the imagination and dominate the political agenda,
while, at the same time, capturing the imagination of the British public.
 Fri, 10/12/07 7:00 AM 

 193.
Maintain pressure on Brown's policies, try to engineer a defeat for him over europe, also
working at a more grass roots level try to establish and encourage groups and
organisations hostile to labour to promote more aggressively conservative values.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:55 AM 

 194.
Be bold
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:55 AM 

 195.
Above all, stay united. Next, continue to attack Brown and the whole Labour government
very hard indeed. Thirdly, avoid any appearance of spin, gimmickry and opportunism.



Fourthly, keep pushing Cameron's "small government" message very hard. Fifthly, keep
away from definitive policy announcements, but at the same time keep the stream of
fresh ideas going, to show up Labour's lack of them.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:54 AM 

 196.
carry on attacking labour, and emphasise how targets in the NHS are detrimental to
patient care, better to wait a little longer for non-emergency operation than risk so many
infections.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:53 AM 

 197.
Stick to the same strategy
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:48 AM 

 198.
Attack the government on the state of the NHS, with emphasis on lack of cleanliness in
the hospitals with MRSA rampant due to the pressures on the hospitals re waiting times
and targets. Also the unaccountability of their so called extra funding of the NHS.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:47 AM 

 199.
Stick to the current (conference) policy line until we win the next election. If we waver
we will surely lose!
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:45 AM 

 200.
Keep with the narrative that Gordon Brown is a busted flush. Do not grant him the
benefit of the doubt on any matter, and proceed on the basis that his authority as a PM
has been fatally weakened.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:43 AM 

 201.
COMPILE A DECENT LOWER SPENDING AND LOWER TAX POLICY



 Fri, 10/12/07 6:27 AM 

 202.
Hold their nerve, keep the pressure on Brown. Keep policy ideas back and maintain unity
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:25 AM 

 203.
keep up the pressure on GB ( gordon).Carry on with positive policies.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:24 AM 

 204.
Stop pretending that they cant make a coherent case for cutting income tax. I had a letter
in the Daily Telegraph calling for the first £10,000 of all earned income to be free of tax.
That helps the low paid and the poor most of all, and would also be a vote winner.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:23 AM 

 205.
keep up the pressure.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:21 AM 

 206.
Keep Brown pinned down but we must do it without coming across as smug.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:18 AM 

 207.
Continue on course, retain the initiative, expose Brown's character flaws, upstage Labour
with new policy announcements one at a time to ensure public debate and good
headlines.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:17 AM 

 208.
Keep up the pressure by further explaining the policies that we have produced and go
further on the basis of these.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:16 AM 



 209.
Continue to press home the current advantage in parliament and the media without let-up
until the next election. Don't be afraid to do so.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:10 AM 

 210.
Be Statesmanlike, very strong and calm and incisive, concentrating on the Government's
record and present policies and exposing them at every opportunity. Every Shadow
Minister and party member must do this all the time to provide the country with the
strongest possible Opposition exposing this fraudulent and failing Government. Resist the
temptation to gloat or score party points for the sake of it the British public do not like it
too much - concentrate fully on the interests of the Country. Obviously Gordon Brown
has brought much vitriol down on his own head and deserved the caning he got and
David Cameron did it exceedingly well - brilliant. However time to weigh off personal
stuff now,if you continue to hit a man when he is down you run the risk of public opinion
switching, getting classed as a bully and tarred with the same brush. Time to rise above
the fray I think ! The thoughtful and visionary speech by David Cameron at Conference
is absolutely the way to go now and what people want to hear more of.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:09 AM 

 211.
Keep the pressure on - Fight every week as if an election could be called the following
week, keep Gordon on his toes and show the country that we are ready and waiting.
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:09 AM 

 212.
Concentrate on tone. Try not to look quite so public-schooly. Cultivate some gravitas.
Concentrate on real life problems faced by the lower middle classes: proper education
(streaming / cut class sizes / new grammar schools), tax cuts (stamp duty on house
purchases needs to be the next target after IHT).
 Fri, 10/12/07 6:01 AM 

 213.



Step up the pace of change - show those floating voters who are still wary of us that we
are not the same old Tories, but have truly changed.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:59 AM 

 214.
Keep presure on Brown, pursue him over Europe, pensions stealth taxes.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:49 AM 

 215.
Avoid any more banana skins by careful planning and advocate vote winning policies
such as tax cuts
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:47 AM 

 216.
Keep pushing for an election, and pointing out when G.B. steals all of their good policies.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:47 AM 

 217.
Keep up the good work
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:46 AM 

 218.
Sound and act like Conservatives and stop trying to pander to Guardian readers.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:40 AM 

 219.
Be seen around the country making responsible comments on main public concerns
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:34 AM 

 220.
push hard for a referendum on the euro treaty develop robust policies on public services
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:24 AM 

 221.



stay united and work on winning over the general public.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:22 AM 

 222.
Keep the pressure up on the Government by announcing outline policy ideas - but not
things which the Government can steal.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:22 AM 

 223.
EU REfferendum
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:21 AM 

 224.
They should expose this government for the duplicitous, lying government that it is. For
all the failings of the Major government, most of its scandals were personal and did not
go right to the root of government. This lot cannot even present a budget straight. When
Lawson, Major, Clarke presented a budget we knew what it meant; now we have to wait
48 hours to have it analysed for what it really meant. They are downright liars and make
the Major govt. look like a model of moral govt. We must expose them for the cynical
twisted incomptent fools that they are. no more Mr Nice Guy from Dave please; time to
get tough to prepare to boot this lot back to opposition.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:14 AM 

 225.
Build on thier reputation as the nasty party. Be nasty especially with GB and Nu Labor,
show them up for the frauds and control freaks we know them to be. Dont be too flaky
about the environment. The British public will accept conpost bins, low evergy light
bulbs re using plastic bags, but when you go too far beyond that you are really only
appealing to the greens and liberals. Be positive, be strong, have concern for the British
people and their way of life
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:03 AM 

 226.
Attack at every opportunity!



 Fri, 10/12/07 5:03 AM 

 227.
We should strongly campaign for a referendum on the European Union Constitution.
AND we should stongly campaign for a RETURN of powers from the E.U.
 Fri, 10/12/07 5:00 AM 

 228.
Keep up the pressure on Brown. Keep unified. Keep up the policy debate. Get out and
about in the country. Prepare for government.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:49 AM 

 229.
Keep doing what they are doing now.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:46 AM 

 230.
You have successfully wrong footed GB - something his huge ego can't deal with. Keep
him floundering and continue dictating sound policy - his team are very lightweight when
confronted with solid opposition
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:45 AM 

 231.
A campaign on crime
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:35 AM 

 232.
Stick to the policies David spoke about at his conference speech. Avoid the temptation to
go cranky again.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:34 AM 

 233.
Attack,attack,attack
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:22 AM 



 234.
cut more taxes!
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:22 AM 

 235.
Keep up the pressure on Brown by keeping reminding the public of his personality
defects - indecisive, stealthy, only interested in his own career and doesn't give a toss
about the country, double counting, re-announcing, increased borrowing in good times
when he should have been decreasing i.e. not prudent, etc. I'm sure we can force a
leadership election in the labour party and that should mess them up for a good while -
hopefully up until the next election!
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:21 AM 

 236.
Keep up with united front and concentrate in showing up the senior Labour ministers as
poor managers for the vast sums they have to spend
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:20 AM 

 237.
Start acting like an opposition and hold the government to account.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:17 AM 

 238.
Continue laying out their policies to prove they are a Government in waiting and they are
competent
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:13 AM 

 239.
Expose the waste of the past ten years, the huge expansion of quangos and public services
and the lack of increased output. Identify the total inability to plan ahead and react to
changing circumstances - Housing and immigration, burden on schools and NHS from
increased population - particularly in overloaded areasm floods, foot and and mouth,
finances, pension schemes, small business bankruptcies, decimation of Armed Forces and



falling recruitment, council tax rises (God! What is the matter with you people?)
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:09 AM 

 240.
Get more clear cut, easily understood policies like the inheritance tax exemption: the
right for parents to take their child's percapita spending on schools and shop around
within the maintained AND INDEPENDENT sector. Gove has already signalled
intention to increase the supply side of schools. Now the right to funding!!!
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:08 AM 

 241.
Keep going!
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:06 AM 

 242.
Keep up the pressure - great at PMQ
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:03 AM 

 243.
Bait Brown into calling an election
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:02 AM 

 244.
Be moderate in our Language, positive in our approach. We can not be seen to be smug
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:01 AM 

 245.
Carry on and step up the pressure on Brown and his misguided party, both in the
commons and at street level by the local Conservative members members.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:01 AM 

 246.
Focus on the marginals.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:01 AM 



 247.
Steady application of leafleting/canvassing, particularly in tightest 100 marginals.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:01 AM 

 248.
Propose strong measures(not merely words) for tackling crime and ASB, to push the
balance back in favour of the law abiding public and away from criminals and hooligans -
i.e. detention and prison instead of ASBOs and social workers.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:00 AM 

 249.
Keep beating up Brown-eye but bring immigration (big vote winner) to the fore - official
figures suggest 1m new immigrants came here in the last couple of years. Make a big
stand about removing illegals as they do not contribute anything except to the crime stats.
 Fri, 10/12/07 4:00 AM 

 250.
Consolidate and put more flesh on the bones of the newly announced policies. We must
not allow Gordon's nicking of them to deter us from sharpening them up.

 251.
Keep at it. Keep listening. Step up the media campaign.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:55 AM 

 252.
Maintain blanced strategy, blending new and old, keep focussed on the future, take time
to think and not chase a headline every day. (And remember tax cuts..)
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:54 AM 

 253.
Stay united - not promise anything they can't fulfil - don't say anything stupid that is
likely to stir up adverse comment in the media! Hang on in their boys!!!!!!
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:50 AM 



 254.
Set out avery clear Conservative Agenda which the vast majority of the Country are
desperate to support. More Tax cuts, smaller government, effective policing with a long
term drug strategy. Controlled immigration.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:50 AM 

 255.
Continue putting pressure on Brown and make sure don't make any stupid
announcements on policy which they will have to retract
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:49 AM 

 256.
Prepare for office. The country is fed up with unfair taxation and the economy is
unsafe.Keep attacking the budget proposals and the stealth aspect. Get ready to attack the
Inheritance proposals that penalises divorcees who have inherited nothing. Keep up the
right for people to retain the ability to pass on wealth. It supplies future taxation and not
lost in the melee of government expenditure.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:49 AM 

 257.
We have to show that the party is not just a one man band. Every effort has to be made to
present us as a team, with all front liners speaking up -AND FROM THE SAME HYMN
SHEET !
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:43 AM 

 258.
continue to set agenda and make Labour react to events even if they adopt similiar
policies - the electorate and particularly the press see brown nlabour as intellectually
devoid!
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:42 AM 

 259.
Hammer away at need for the promised referendum on the EU Urgent strick rules to
curtail the inflow of migrants to Britain



 Fri, 10/12/07 3:39 AM 

 260.
Keep the momentum of this lead and remember it is now a long marathon. So mwe need
to pase ourself and stay united at any cost.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:34 AM 

 261.
Concentrate on Tax policies that would help the poorer-paid. (We have completely
abandoned the Working Class Tory!)
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:33 AM 

 262.
Hold the government responsible for their broken promises (troop withdrawal, EU
referendum on the treaty, immigration and law & order) Don't forget Gordon Brown's
'theft' of people's pensions - pensioners and those close to it are the biggest single voting
group in the country
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:31 AM 

 263.
Continue to preach on strong Conservative principles and hold an united front to all.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:30 AM 

 264.
Sharpen the Conservative vision: lots of policy announcements made at conference need
to be rolled out more publically - promoted by the relevant shadow cabinet members. The
shadow cabinate members need to highten their national profile as a unified highly
competent team - one-for-one better than their opponents. Their presentations at
conference were execellent. In short promote: the vision; the policies; the future
government team ready to hit the road running. PS William Haig's announcement on
Europe I thought particulary sound and unifying - stay in Europe with referendum for
future changes
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:29 AM 



 265.
Avoid crackpot ideas
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:27 AM 

 266.
Launch a campaign arguing the need/merits of lower taxes
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:24 AM 

 267.
Keep up the pressure. Become the party of small business again. Up the ante on the
referendum.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:22 AM 

 268.
propose a vision of a low tax country
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:18 AM 

 269.
Keep hounding Brown on the last ten years of waste, incompetence and lying. Keep
coming with new popular ideas, particularly to correct Labour mistakes, and emphasise
the undemocratic nature of the EU, promising to roll back UK involvement
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:15 AM 

 270.
Keep doing more of the same - how weak Brown is; that he's only in the job for the
kudos.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:14 AM 

 271.
Stay calm, show gravitas and statesmanship, talk about policies (but not too much detail
that can be stolen). Show themselves as potentially capable leaders. Don't indulge in any
stunts
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:13 AM 



 272.
Prepare for government and keep the pressure up, Labour will be on their knees by the
election. Also eclipse the lib Dems find a stategy where we keep on asking their
supporters to join our fight because many wont vote Lib Dem, they cant replace their
leader and his 'deck chair' approach. What now that the Lib Dems cant make gains by
riding on Labour's coat tail and exploiting Tory unpopularity?
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:10 AM 

 273.
Keep fighting
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:10 AM 

 274.
Continue on the centre ground... keep the pressure on Gordon Brown... keep pushing for
a referendum on the EU treaty.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:08 AM 

 275.
continue with the exposing of Brown's fault lines
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:08 AM 

 276.
Keep piling the pressure on Brown – we need to continue to highlight his weaknesses -
i.e. that he’s light on policy, ideas and has a nasty temper when under a bit of pressure.
We need to keep dripping out more policy ideas - and exposing his lack of. And we need
to challenge him at every opportunity – and we’ll soon see a very unappealing side to
Brown.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:04 AM 

 277.
Keep the pressure on Brown who the public at last seem to be seeing through. Keep the
pressure on for an EU referendum and adopt policies that appeal to MIDDLE
ENGLAND.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:04 AM 



 278.
keep up the pressure but keep future policies under wraps or Brown wiil pinch them
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:03 AM 

 279.
Keep pushing the new education and health policies, whilst attacking Brown/Darloing's
economic competence
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:03 AM 

 280.
A) Realise that as an effective HMO on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday particularly,
they must now keep it up and consistently oppose with substance and force (Punch and
Judy is polemic amongst the public but used sparingly, highly effective - and anyway,
Osborne did not revert to this when excellently opposing Darling on Thursday). B) Make
absolutely sure that the values and direction of the Party are simple (and then by
definition, clear) and consistent. "This is what we stand for, this is what we WILL do (not
would!). Simple, clear, effective. C) Be all the things Cameron has espoused but hitherto
thought to be alien to conservatives - compassion, social justice and mobility, equality
and opportunity for all - look at last week when even a hint of our true values were
returned to. Low taxation, the individual, efficiency (above all efficiency - there'll be no
"sharing the proceeds of growth" without it - the NHS must be tackled 'big time'),
education for all but (continued) choice for all, law and order (with substance and
tangible aims), immigration (nobody will admit it but over 80% of the electorate believe
it's out of control and a slur on our well being and identity), Europe (referendum but also
a complete redressing of the balance). D) "Distance" from U.S.A. - they're the scum of
the World in their decandence and degradation across the political and human spectrum.
Fact. E) A visionary, courageous transport system. If we don't get one in the next 10 to 20
years, we'll become third world economy wise. And to boot, efficiency and flow instead
of the opposite would reduce pollution by infinitely more than the measures proposed by
both main parties to tackle G.W. F) To bastardise the question, it's most difficult but
somehow Cameron should be replaced. He's not what it takes; he's brought about unity
and exhibited some fine qualities but apart from appeal when it finally matters at an
election the unity is at the expense of key members of the cabinet not reaching their full
potential and 'clamming up' - e.g. Davis.



 Fri, 10/12/07 3:02 AM 

 281.
Continue to do what they have been doing over the last 2 weeks
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:02 AM 

 282.
Continue to create honest and robust policies that WILL be caried into the next election.
And locally ensure that associations are REALLY geared-up for another election -
rhetoric needs to be matched by reality.
 Fri, 10/12/07 3:00 AM 

 283.
1.Keep Unified , no internal feuding 2.Promote the Tory vision for the future so the
voters understand the difference between the Socialists and the Tories 3 Push for an EU
referendum on the new "Treaty" 4.Be responsible , no cheap gimmicks
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:57 AM 

 284.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown and destroy his credibility ruthlessly. Tag him to
the mistakes of the past. He seems quite unable to stop lying - expose each one
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:56 AM 

 285.
Keep to traditional conservative values.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:55 AM 

 286.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown. Press brown into making mistakes at PMQ.
Investigate welfare reform: Clinton's model. Push for the opening up of schools.
Investigate how to get teachers on side. Press ahead with the confident Cameron/
cowardly Brown contest. Confront all voters with the Stalinist tendencies of Brown and
the robotic,mediocre nature of his ministers. Ensure Brown is revealed as old govt, co-
conspiritor of Blair and spinmaster. Get business on side and push for Conservatives to



be seen as the friends of business.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:52 AM 

 287.
KEEP UP THE ATTACK ON BROWN'S WEAK CHARACTER AND DON'T GIVE
AWAY ANY MORE POLICY IDEAS UNTIL ELECTION IS CALLED
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:51 AM 

 288.
Learn from these events - no more attacks on our own activists, more sensible right-wing
ideas in a coherent package, some pride about ourselves and no return to the grovelling
liberal nonsense we spouted right up until our ratings went to -11% Learn! Oh and sack
Theresa May and Steve Hilton please, one is a professional apologist and the other isn't a
Tory and hates us - you decide which is which!
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:51 AM 

 289.
Keep up the momentum with a 'slow feed' of policies over the autumn and winter so that
the public has a clearer idea of what we stand for come a potential election next year.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:51 AM 

 290.
Enjoy the events of the last week for a couple of weeks more, then get feet planted firmly
back on the floor, recognise that the election is not won yet and lots of hard week still
remains. Concerted opposition in the style of Labour 1994-97: get on their case and stay
there. Brown looks awful when he loses it: a strategy has to be worked out to get his ill-
temper into the public consciousness. Was it 310 or more MP's signed his ticket when he
stood for leader? None of them has the excuse "I voted for the other chap" so Brown's
awfulness is a huge collective nightmare of which those nominating Labour MPs have
ownership. Rub their noses in it, make them accept that his failure is their failure. Discard
the dross from the policy reviews asap, especially the Gummer/Goldsmith nonsense, and
settle on the set of central policies that are to be at the forefront of the election so that
everyone can discipline themselves to sing from the same hymnsheet as everyone else.
All Shadow cabinet members to be highly visible, esp. Osborne, Hague, Fox, Davis,
Lansley, Consider how sympathetic blogs can be used to help. This may be the first



election at which blogs become a point of reference for the MSM: witness the Telegraph
today picking up on LibDem discontent at Zimmerman's performance. See how blogs can
help to make a difference. Perhaps feed them stories they do not want to use themselves
but which can be developed from the flanks. Don't let up on GB: he has a low-threshold
and is now under pressure. All the signs are that he buckles. Keep it up and he will do
something stupid.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:46 AM 

 291.
Maintain the pressure. Be proactive and keep Labour on the back foot.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:40 AM 

 292.
continue to flesh out the work they would do, and continue to modernise the party -
helping us be seen as a positive force for change - not going back to thatcherism, but
stating a clear objective for what we can do
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:40 AM 

 293.
Very important to keep control of the agenda - keep Brown on the back foot, keep him
reacting rather than being proactive. Must not give the Brown government the chance to
shape "the story". Keep hitting him hard - it's a war of attrition.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:38 AM 

 294.
Develop and market the new policies
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:37 AM 

 295.
Continue to build on the success they have achived by outlining sensible tax cuts - e.g.
council tax - that benefit the maximum number of people and continue to espouse
policeis that benefit all sections of society
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:32 AM 



 296.
Expose the fallacies of the CO2 theory of global warming and publicise the sunspot and
cosmic ray theory as set out in the book "The Sun Kings" which all politicians should
read. The cosmic ray theory will be proved by current experiments at CERN by 2009.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:31 AM 

 297.
continue to modernise. talk about the economy, nhs and mending our broken society.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:31 AM 

 298.
Keep up the unity, and highlight Gordon Brown's lack of moral authority at every
opportunity.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:27 AM 

 299.
push for a referendum on the EU treaty. continue to shine a harsh light on Brown's
character defects.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:27 AM 

 300.
Maintain steady pressure, drop looney ideas, keep to the right of centre, exploit Brown's
weeknesses (eg responsibility for high taxes, waste everywhere, incompetence in nhs,
education etc, lack of new ideas, inadequate support, european referendum, West Lothian
question etc)
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:25 AM 

 301.
develop a clearer tax cutting agenda
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:25 AM 

 302.
Carry on bringing out policies including hopefully at least 37 of the 40 tax polices
proposed last year.



 Fri, 10/12/07 2:24 AM 

 303.
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH GRASS ROOTS
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:24 AM 

 304.
Keep up the momentum and increase pressure on Brown to hold a referendum on Europe.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:22 AM 

 305.
Continue to follow traditional Conservative values, and stop trying to woo the (very)
fickle"younger generation".To "swop" the support of a committed Conservative for the
uncertain allegiance of a "floating" voter does not strike me as very sensible
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:17 AM 

 306.
Listen to the Countryside Alliance and win back the rural votes. The farmers and
landowners need support desperately if we are to keep our "green and pleasant land!"
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:16 AM 

 307.
Campaign on the NHS - waste, PFI in particular.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:16 AM 

 308.
Keep strict rein on "mavericks" who try to derail David Cameron's modernising and beat
up the Government at every opportunity on their highly damaging policies for this
country. G Brown's "vision" for us is everyone else's nightmare scenario in Health,
Education, Taxation, Planning, just living!
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:15 AM 

 309.
Keep up the pressure in the House and media, and keep emphasising the policies which



have become obviously attractive to the country at large
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:12 AM 

 310.
Keep up the good work and present themslves as the government in Waiting just as
Labour did in 1994-96
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:12 AM 

 311.
press the argument for lower taxation
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:12 AM 

 312.
Attack the Government record. Articulate policy on public services. Woo Business and
media opinion formers to back the Tories.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:03 AM 

 313.
SCRAP THE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT.
 Fri, 10/12/07 2:01 AM 

 314.
look at ways of delivering lower taxex for lower earners.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:56 AM 

 315.
positive presentation of thinking behind conservative ideas, look statesmanlike and look
like a government in waiting. Drip feed policies to help activists campaign. Beware of
continuing to shout and score points, time for that is passing. eu referendum, army pay
and conditions,quality of life stuff...especially areas that resonate with the public that no
one else is addressing. Best of all take the time to sort the solution to local government
funding, now we have the time we must continue to look in depth at policy solutions
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:54 AM 



 316.
ATTACK THE LABOUR PARTY AT EVERY OPORTUNITY AS THERE IS
PLENTY TO ATACK THEM WITH
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:52 AM 

 317.
Campaign for a referendum on the EU (Constitutional) Amending Treaty. Continue to
highlight any spin, deceit and loss of nerve by the Prime Minister. Highlight the public
expenditure differences and other inequities between Scotland and England.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:49 AM 

 318.
Keep up the "And Theory" approach - crime, immigration and the EU Treaty as well as
Greenery, Happiness and general fluff. In the event of war with Iran, join with the Lib
Dems in opposing it, while emphasising continuing desire to work with America
wherever possible.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:49 AM 

 319.
Focus more on immigration and crime
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:49 AM 

 320.
ensure they always show a united front
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:49 AM 

 321.
Keep on track and keep unified. look to bread and butter issues.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:48 AM 

 322.
Talk strongly of principles and directions of travel in a clear simple and determined
manner that negates the need, in the public mind, for specific policies and they should
hunt Gordon Brown with a relentless passion off one single hymm sheet.They should



highlight Brown's lack of vision
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:47 AM 

 323.
Consolidate, and chip away at Browns ego
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:47 AM 

 324.
MAKE IMIGRATION THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:47 AM 

 325.
highlight other key areas where Brown is ducking the big, tough decisions
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:45 AM 

 326.
Keep up the momentum and work hard together to prepare for government whenever.
They must be serious about wanting to do good for the country and not just themselves.
Be competent and show how the country should be run.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:44 AM 

 327.
The most important thing is for David Cameron to forget his dalliance with centre-left,
touchy-feely policies and get back to solid Tory principles - not a lurch to the extreme
right, just a return to sensible policies. These should include, in no order of priority: tax
reductions paid for by cutting out the truly dreadful waste which is endemic in all that
Labour have done over the last 10 years, removing the NHS from close political control,
continuing with the immigration policies now being developed, reducing police
bureaucracy, building more prisons so that the law can be properly enforced, continuing
the fight for a referendum on the European treaty, improving Britain as aplace to do
business ( not a particular vote winner but absolutely essential), attacking Labour's record
on pensions, attacking Labour's record on economic competence - it's a myth - the
economy would be far stronger without Brown's over-regulation, over-taxation and
wasted public expenditure, and finally BRING BACK GRAMMAR SCHOOLS because



they work - it's as simple as that.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:44 AM 

 328.
Keep up the pressure, but not hysterically. Urge the activists to start building pressure
locally, to win more Council seats. Avoid offending the Party Treasurers!
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:43 AM 

 329.
Keep up the pressure and set the agenda. Congratulate the government on implementing
Conservative policy every time they take an idea. It makes them look weak and seriously
undermines the nuLab coalition
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:43 AM 

 330.
Announce specific policies in other areas - doesnt matter if GB then steals them
(probably in a watered down version, like Inheritance Tax), he can be ridiculed for letting
us set his agenda.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:42 AM 

 331.
Go for the jugular. Keep up the pressure on Brown to hold the referendum on the
European Treaty.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:42 AM 

 332.
Keep united, and continue to listern
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:42 AM 

 333.
Consolidate and keep up the pressure. Repetition of our policies being stated - Blair's
"Education, Education, Education", and "24 hours to save the Health Service" are always
remembered by the man in the street.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:41 AM 



 334.
Continue to develop costed poicies using the same strategy as hitherto - but 'holding the
cards close to one's chest'. Attack Brown in his credability. There is no one else with the
gravitas to suceed him so they have painred themselves into a corner.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:41 AM 

 335.
Keep promoting positive policies - keeping steps ahead of Brown and Darling to prove to
the electorate that the Conservatives should form the next government.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:39 AM 

 336.
Carry on the same course. Don't swerve to the right! Keep the party united, but don't be
tempted to ditch the modern compassionate conservative message. It's because we've
been pushing that for the past 2 years that people listened to us on tax. If we hadn't have
done that, we would have been branded nasty horrible tories cuting taxes to the detriment
of public services!
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:37 AM 

 337.
Keep rolling out the policies and ridicule Labour each time they pinch them.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:37 AM 

 338.
Continue to promote a more balanced "and Conservatism" agenda
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:37 AM 

 339.
Take advantage of the time given, make sure we all work together, get round and meet
the constituencies. We have to present a united front
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:36 AM 

 340.



Draw constant attention to 'messes' eg Postal strike, F and M, immigration consequences
etc etc, and ask what action is being taken (none, we know that). GB wants to play
games, cant govern.Easy to get over involved with the games to detriment of perceived
integrity.NOT 'all the same'.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:30 AM 

 341.
Hold firm and keep hammering home the Brown failures now and in the past 10years
once tghe tory policies had stabilised the economy.AND the dishonesty and spin.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:27 AM 

 342.
Attack Brown on the reality of his financial incompetance eg: sale of gold at bottom of
market and his destuction of the pension funds, also stress the strength of the economy in
1997.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:26 AM 

 343.
Keep up the tax cutting agenda. Stay focused on crime and immigration
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:25 AM 

 344.
Pick up on the fact the Inheritance tax hasn't actually been changed. This would have
been the situation if you had properly planned inheritance anyway. You could really
undermine Brown and Darling if done properly.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:19 AM 

 345.
Keep driving the Government's agenda. Make the Government look out of ideas and flat.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:19 AM 

 346.
Continue to harass this tired old fashioned socialist administration and promulgate the
Conservative way to govern for good of all our people.



 Fri, 10/12/07 1:18 AM 

 347.
Keep maintaining pressure on Gordon Brown for calling general election. Expose their
inability to govern country. Compare how our policies they are copying from us, is
handled by them. Remained focus on our policies to fight next election.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:18 AM 

 348.
EU ref. If Labour do not hold ref on treaty, Conservatives will pledge to do so and
WITHDRAW from treaty if imposed upon us.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:17 AM 

 349.
Focus on the EU treaty and on the backbenchers in the Labour party to get a referendum
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:16 AM 

 350.
Keep their powder dry; emphasise that Brown is a member of the same government, that
he has always controlled the purse strings and that he has admitted that - two weeks ago
he was anxious to distance himself and try to look like a new broom.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:15 AM 

 351.
Continue to harry the govt. Act like an alternative govt. Make members of shadow
cabinet more visible - show our team is better than Labour's and that we are not a 2-man
band. Prepare a set of a viable and coherent policies focusing on repairing our 'broken
society'
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:14 AM 

 352.
stay unitedd and give the public more substance
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:14 AM 



 353.
Get a door to door petition going for a referendum on the European constitution.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:14 AM 

 354.
stay united
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:12 AM 

 355.
Keeo figting along the same lines. Now they seem to be getting to grips with what is
importnt to ordinary people, they need to keep publising this - let people know what their
ideas are from the outset so that when Labour also has the same "ideas" - it is obvious
where they have come from. Keep reminding people of Gordon Browns past and present
so that they may predict his future.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:10 AM 

 356.
Stress the importance of "Small Goverment" to achieving tax cuts.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:10 AM 

 357.
Support the Misrepresentation of the People Act on October 17th
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:08 AM 

 358.
focus on welfare and education reform
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:08 AM 

 359.
Go on the attack and reduce taxes further. Reduce size of nanny state
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:05 AM 

 360.
Keep up the pressure. Stay united and press forward by continuing to remind the



electorate of the vote catching policies abbounced at the conference.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:04 AM 

 361.
Hammer, hammer, hammer
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:04 AM 

 362.
Maintain the attack on Brown and the previous adminstration of which he was a part but
to avoid being over-strident. The public need to see a responsible party ready for
government. We need to make sure we do not look simply opportunistic. Every Shadow
Minister must concentrate on exposing their opposite number whilst offering positive
alternatives. That way the Government will be fighting on many different fronts.
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:03 AM 

 363.
keep pounding the labour groverment and publisise the conservative party policeys
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:02 AM 

 364.
Keep up the pressure on Brown
 Fri, 10/12/07 1:00 AM 

 365.
Issue a clear policy statement every week for the next 100 days to show the dichotomy
between Labour and Conservative leadership.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:58 AM 

 366.
Press hard for a referendum - show the world what a dupicitious man brown is!
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:58 AM 

 367.
Keep up the pressure especially on the EU treaty!!



 Fri, 10/12/07 12:58 AM 

 368.
Keep producing ideas so Brown is seen as trailing
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:58 AM 

 369.
Press ahead with the attack. Conserve tax policies against theft / counter-moves, but
expose social proposals.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:57 AM 

 370.
Memories are short in 94 - 97 Messrs Blair, Brown and Prescott castigated the Tories for
the most minor of issues, now is te time to turn the tables on Darling Harriet Brown. Put
your time an energies in opposing everything they do and say. Highlight the hypocricy of
New Labour. Good luck, we're with you all the way.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:56 AM 

 371.
Tax cuts have proved to be a vote-winner, so they should develop further sensible tax-
cutting ideas
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:56 AM 

 372.
Keep portraying Gordon Brown as no more honourable than Blair
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:55 AM 

 373.
Continue to attack Labours hidden stealth taxes and call for EU referendum.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:55 AM 

 374.
Keep presure on Brown. All shadow ministers should direct their critisisum at brown and
his involvment in the last 10 years. This will mean he will have to pass the responibility



to his cabinet and they will start to resent this and maybe start bickering.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:54 AM 

 375.
Make firm plans for government in 18 months time AND KEEP THEM SECRET Be
prepared to support any measure which originates from Conservative circles, with a firm
public statement as to its provenance.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:53 AM 

 376.
Keep pushing very hard for an EU referendum, intervene in the current post office
strikes, and keep calling for a general election!
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:53 AM 

 377.
keep brown on the back foot by putting pressure on all of his statements,especially on
Iraq and the economy
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:51 AM 

 378.
Fight, Fight, Fight!
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:51 AM 

 379.
Keep pressing for the referendum and attacking Brown and his lack of ideas. Brown is
not a good orator particularly when unscripted.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:48 AM 

 380.
Stop giving their plans to Labour!
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:48 AM 

 381.
Keep highlighting Labours failures, especially the Health Service, imigration, education,



law and order, the Government Debt, BUT ENSURE THE INFORMATION THEY USE
IS 100% ACCURATE.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:45 AM 

 382.
build on popularity and go all out to presurise Brown into calling an election against his
will
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:42 AM 

 383.
Keep further Policy points up their sleeves
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:42 AM 

 384.
Keep the Scotsman and his clan on the back foot and keep fighting until we, the English
electorate, can deport him back to Scotland. No true Englishman would ever consider
voting for a Scotish PM in Westminster. It would be wise to remember this.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:37 AM 

 385.
David still needs to be the rottweiller go for the jugular when it is advisable to do so. not
pussyfoot around as he seems to have been before his wonderful speech. Show we mean
to win at the next genearl election
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:35 AM 

 386.
Continue with the production of actual policies; Labour may steal them but the electorate
will be on the look out for that!It is time we gave policy substance to our opposition.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:35 AM 

 387.
keep on with the pressure, & gradually highlight our core beliefs, closely followed by
policies announcements to pull Labour in our direction, thereby wrong-footing their
leadership from their grassroots. However, keep our powder dry, with some key policy



statements nearer to the election.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:32 AM 

 388.
Devise some good policies that cannot be highjacked by Labour, ie that are characteristic
of Tory core values that would be an anathma to Labour
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:30 AM 

 389.
Promote Conservative values/policies
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:26 AM 

 390.
Oppose, Oppose, Oppose. At every opportunity.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:17 AM 

 391.
First & foremost state clearly whether the Party will repudiate the EU Treaty if?when
Brown signs it. Second, not crow too much. We need clarification on the various policy
reports as to what is a party policy & what is not & never will be.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:09 AM 

 392.
We should be more attack minded, attack is the best form of defence, remind the public
that although they did not like one another Blair and Brown were responsible for the
major decisions.
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:05 AM 

 393.
Goad Goad Goad
 Fri, 10/12/07 12:05 AM 

 394.
Continue basic Conservitive policies of low tax and fighting for the under-dog



 Fri, 10/12/07 12:01 AM 

 395.
Press on with their take on the Swedish education model and Clinton's welfare tough love
policy. They should also try to hammer away at Brown's dishonesty until the red tops are
full of negative pieces on this Stalinist prime minister and his robotic, mediocre cabinet.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:59 PM 

 396.
Get an EU Referendum before it is too late and abolish all inheritance tax.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:53 PM 

 397.
Enter into a sustained, long term campaign against New Labour, consistently shadowing
and harassing every move they make, whether Policies or PR.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:49 PM 

 398.
Continue to oppose and expose Labour state control policies but DO NOT STATE ANY
CONSERVATIVE POLICIES.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:48 PM 

 399.
Continue, unswervingly, to attack Gordon Brown; particularly on his past record.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:41 PM 

 400.
Be careful not to stray into old fashioned yah boo Tory behaviour
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:39 PM 

 401.
Keep up the attack from the Front Bench and in the Media. RETAIN THE INITIATIVE
AND CONTINUE TO EXPOSE THE GOVERNMENT'S FAILINGS & DUPLICITY.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:20 PM 



 402.
Don't let the labour part keep on saying how well the economy is doing without
challenging them and pointing out just how badly they have done over the past ten years.
Get the rest of his shadow cabinet into the media at every opportunity. A lot of them the
public have never heard of.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:18 PM 

 403.
Exploit the copycat tactics of Labour as running scared, and highlight that that they have
run out of policies and are using ours !!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:10 PM 

 404.
Forget about green issues and concentrate on tax cutting, law and order, Iraq and
immigration.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:22 PM 

 405.
Continue to press for Referendum on EU and on family values
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 PM 

 406.
Come up with proposals to significantly remove burdens from small businesses, such as
business-rate free periods for start-up firms, while still recognising that rights for staff
need to be protected, i.e. don't rip up minimum wage legislation. Also, a significant cut in
the small companies rate of corporation tax and a big increase in the VAT threshold
would be a good idea. Also, demand that extra health spending is matched by far more
efficient use of that money. In the field of Local Government, devolve far more powers to
County, City and Unitary Councils, so that they effectively become mini "states", with far
fewer powers exercised at Westminster and Whitehall, for example, local authorities to
become more or less completely in charge of their police force other than for clearly
wider issues such as terrorism. Local authorities should also set the priorities for the NHS
in their areas, rather than the Department of Health. In the public arena, be far tougher on



Labour's management of the economy and ensure we are distinctive from them.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:06 PM 

 407.
Build on their policies and get them over to the electorate. Do more for the grey vote
which can win any election for him.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:51 PM 

 408.
It is important that the 6 policy group's ideas are distilled down into a mini-manifesto of
bullet points of the policies adopted so far, plus perhaps a (short) list of the ones rejected
and a list on which more views and consultation will take place. This would provide
clarity on what we stand by and what has been definitely rejected and also the basis for
both party and public participation on the area in between. Keep up the attack on Brown
and on the economy/tax but ensure we keep the initiative also on the newer issues like
global warming, with Bali coming up in December. Keep the pressure re the Euro
referendum now that Brown is weakened. "Frightened of the people's verdict" would be a
good theme.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:44 PM 

 409.
Keep up the "positive" Conservative message coming and when attacking the Brown
Government to do it in a way that keeps the Conservative Party in a "positive" light.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:13 PM 

 410.
Keep up the good work, PMQ attack to continue!!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:55 PM 

 411.
Use all the information gathered by IDS and Zac Goldsmith and have a Guy Fawkes
Party with it
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:03 PM 



 412.
Keep up the good work; keep meeting fire with fire with the Labour party gets nasty;
argue in private, not public; listen to public opinion and act on it; keep highlighting what
Brown's record is and what he stands for; highlight the weakness of the Cabinet and the
one man Government we now have.
 Thu, 10/11/07 7:57 PM 

 413.
Continue what they're doing! Develop policy, criticise the craven government where
needed.
 Thu, 10/11/07 6:24 PM 

 414.
Keep up strong opposition, continue to tell the electorate we are on their side and will
give responsibility back people locally where possible and that we will better spend their
money. It will be understood by the electorate that we cannot give full details of our
ideas/policies for obvious reasons. New Labour can no longer say we have no policies!
 Thu, 10/11/07 5:53 PM 

 415.
Stick to the Policies that made an impact and resist the temptation to renew support for
those non-Conservative policies that were so far out they lost us support and credibility.
Party members who have fought for years on the doorstep have wondered if any of their
previous policies still had a place now feel reinvigorated and enthusiastic. DAvid
Cameron gave a brilliant performance and people responded to the key policies. We now
have policies that fit with what Conservatism is about. Let's stay united and build on
these. Also let's be the loyal OPPOSITION that we are meant to be and continue to
expose Gordon Brown as a major reason for the failings of the last ten years. People have
short memories and we should continue to remind them that Brown was responsible
directly and indirectly for the policies and failures of the New Labour administration.
 Thu, 10/11/07 5:44 PM 

 416.
Continue to develop the firm and decisive aspects of David Cameron's character in the
public perception, and if they wish to win the next election maintain party discipline and



eschew open criticism of the party leadership
 Thu, 10/11/07 5:43 PM 

 417.
Continue and develop the new cente-right, conservative, policy strategy; stay united; and
do not under-estimate or be complacent about Gordon Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 5:03 PM 

 418.
Keep on attacking and rubbishing Brown, highlighting his deviousness and lack of
judgement
 Thu, 10/11/07 5:00 PM 

 419.
hold fire, keep policies under the hat and ensure they show Brown for the incompentant
PM he is.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:51 PM 

 420.
keep up the pressure on Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:49 PM 

 421.
Labour has been incompetent on a wide range of issues. Stress that Conservative
competence is need to maximise the benefits of the Conservative policies they have
stolen.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:44 PM 

 422.
Attack Brown on new ground daily in order to disorientate him. He is a one man party
and will have little to provide reinforcements for himself. There are plenty of areas in
which to attack him.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:39 PM 



 423.
Build on the image of Gordon Brown as indecisive and opportunistic at every
opportunities. Also linking all economical decline and downturn back to Brown who was
Chancellor for 10 years.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:38 PM 

 424.
Keep it up! Stay united. Keep making the weather. Keep upsetting GB-it seems he don't
like it up him
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:37 PM 

 425.
Keep the presser on, explain there policy's and make sure people know what they are!!
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:26 PM 

 426.
Don't announce policies but work on creating a coherent set of policies with a united
vision. Keep Brown under pressure on his lack of vision and cowardice including
cowardice about not putting forward the EU referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:24 PM 

 427.
carry on and keep pushing
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:22 PM 

 428.
Carry on berating the admistration for hteir persiatant failures. Keep all new policy ideas
under wraps!
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:21 PM 

 429.
Continue to press for an EU Referendum in or out. Promising to abide by the result after
a full public debate.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:17 PM 



 430.
Commit unequivocally to campaigning for a No vote in a referendum on the EU treaty,
failing which pledge to repudiate it once they come to power if Brown rams it through
now without a referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:10 PM 

 431.
Keep attacking Brown as dishonest and not up to the job
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:06 PM 

 432.
Keep on the pressure
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:06 PM 

 433.
propose that the EU should be totally reformed to give powers back to member countries.
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:01 PM 

 434.
Introduce more genuine Conservative policies and stop saying that they will stick with
the government's public spending plans
 Thu, 10/11/07 4:00 PM 

 435.
Assert more new radical conservative solutions to the "cuddly" social problems in oreder
to balance the conference announcedments. Then go back on the attack on the EU
referendum, immigration and crime and disorder.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:48 PM 

 436.
learn the lesson that a traditional conservative message is what voters wish to hear - and
build sensible conservative policies on crime and immigration. And no more hoody
hugging and insulting the core vote.



 Thu, 10/11/07 3:47 PM 

 437.
Stop slagging Gordon Brown. It is childish, futile and will backfire. Let's face it, we're
just about as glad he didn't go for it as the Electoral Registration Officers! Work on
proper Tory policies like Tax cuts - that's the ONLY thing we had to offer at the
Conference, and despite the protestations of the 'Cameroons' it was the ONLY thing that
got the public going. Al Gore has been shown to be a liar and panic merchant this week
by a High Court Judge - let's use the science and not the language of the playground on
the Environment. Get that ridiculous windmill off your roof, 'Dave'!
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:39 PM 

 438.
Continue to reveal Brown's true character and continue to call for an election so they can
implement real Conservative policies, not have them mildly aped by this vaccuous
government
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:39 PM 

 439.
Keep hammering home our policies, and thus not let Brown regain his 'bounce'.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:37 PM 

 440.
They now seem to be playing together like a grown-up and committed team - keep it up,
it's worth it!
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:31 PM 

 441.
Continue on the offensive with policy announcements, concentrating on taxes if possible,
ensuring they are fully costed; and generally to stay ahead of the game and setting the
sgenda.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:28 PM 

 442.



Fight for the referendum on the EU
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:24 PM 

 443.
Get Very Mad. The more passion we show will show the voters that we are not prepared
to go along meekly with this government's policies, and that we have "the vision " thing.
More emphasis must be made about the fact the GB sat through the summer letting
officials do the work about foot and mouth, the floods etc. His record must be gone over
with a fine comb. PMQs are a really good place to get him angry, that upsets him and one
day he will say something that he regrets.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:19 PM 

 444.
Get stuck in to the Government on a Referendum over Europe on every occasion and
make it a big issue within our party.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:13 PM 

 445.
Stay on a proper Conservative course
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:05 PM 

 446.
Pledge to reverse the changes announced in the Chancellors mini budget and keep up the
pressure on innovative policies Including pensions and more investment in our armed
forces
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:02 PM 

 447.
Bring forward more policies and if Brown copies them people will see him for a sham.
Stop the manipulator.
 Thu, 10/11/07 3:01 PM 

 448.
continue to remember they are the Tories, not the Guardian editorial team.



 Thu, 10/11/07 2:59 PM 

 449.
Harass, harass and harass again (and we might get a resignation (through physical break-
down) and a General Election in 2008)
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:54 PM 

 450.
Continue to demonstate the devious nature of this government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:52 PM 

 451.
Focus on issues important to their Members, for example law and order, reform of the
judicial system
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:49 PM 

 452.
david cameron should keep calm, and not grow shrill. the conservatives should continue
to construct a coherent set of policies, and remain united behind the leader
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:47 PM 

 453.
Chase the referendum issue untilwe get one. Then press for a general election since
Brown wouldhave no mandate (he has not one now and signatures for a General election
are growing on 10 Downing Street site at over 1000 per day since yesterday's 17! I would
like his front bench to continue fleshing out and costing up the new policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:45 PM 

 454.
More of the same
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:45 PM 

 455.
keep pushing conservative policies - so that the public can never say that they dont know



what we stand for
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:44 PM 

 456.
Cameron should be as statesmanlike and prime ministerial as possible and let other senior
Tories hammer away at Brown's lack of credibility.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:43 PM 

 457.
keep the pressure on Gordon Brown, keep in the news, and the opinion polls up
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:42 PM 

 458.
Stick to Conservative values on family and fairness in distributing allowances and
taxation.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:41 PM 

 459.
Ensure the recent level of substance continues.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:41 PM 

 460.
Become a strong opposition.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:35 PM 

 461.
Not gloat too much at labour embarassment but contine showing they have the ideas and
seriousness to be the government
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:35 PM 

 462.
devise a credible tax and spend strategy
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:33 PM 



 463.
Not give Labour any more good ideas until a General Election is actually called. Also
they should explain why to the public.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:32 PM 

 464.
Build a practical, coherent sense of what modern Conservatives stand for.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:30 PM 

 465.
Continue opposing Labour.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:30 PM 

 466.
Keep up the pressure by aannouncing more policy initiatives and putting flesh on those
outlined at Conference.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:29 PM 

 467.
Educate the public, as Margaret T. did, on the basics of domestic household finance, that
it is wasteful to pay someone else for services you can perform adequately for yourself.
Stop the down grading of "British" in favour of EEC. Restore confidence in Britishness
as being Superior to all else.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:27 PM 

 468.
Keep it up - not easy!
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:24 PM 

 469.
Be prepared to spend some of the warchest's 10 million to expose a little of Brown's
failures, and to put out more of our policies, ideas and alternatives. Basically, stay alive
and act alive according to the media
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:18 PM 



 470.
Move the public debate more into what appears to be their territory, with other plausible
policy announcements on tax cuts and issues of personal liberty ( like ID cards and,
perhaps, health choice). Make the Conservatives the 'freedom party' and the voters will
see the difference between it and New Labour.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:17 PM 

 471.
Firm up commitments re. inheritance tax and transferable allowances for married
couples. Continue to campaign for referendum on EU treaty. Stress need for stewardship
of environment, emphasising recycling and anti-litter campaigns, but publically
renouncing green taxes suggested over summer.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:15 PM 

 472.
GET OF OUR ARSES AND CAMPAIGN
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:14 PM 

 473.
Stick to the strategy of fighting on the centre ground - keep the emphasis on the
environment and social justice as equal priorities with economic liberalism and
law'n'order.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:13 PM 

 474.
Articulate simple, easy to remember policies like Labour did in 1997
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:13 PM 

 475.
Campaign hard on the EU referendum portraying Gordon Brown as a man who only
cares for public opinion if it matches his own.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:11 PM 



 476.
Look to real conservative values - forget the green tree
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:09 PM 

 477.
1)Concentrate on being serious politicians, undermine Brown's charector without
smearing,Highlight his faults ,his lack of honesty and his history of hidden flakiness.
2)Hammer homethe principals of conservatism,Lower taxes ,better and more efficient
services,improve policing, but avoid detailed policies that can be stolen. 3)Take the high
ground of honesty ,integrity,appear statesmanlike at all times ,ignore the advice to get PR
gimicky
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:08 PM 

 478.
Flesh out policies. Lead referendum campaign.Concentrate on local elections.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:07 PM 

 479.
Speak out more on the BBC (TV and Radio ) where they do not get nearly enough air
time. Try to shame Labour into agreeing to a referendum on the EU treaty. Be more
vociferous in Parliament.
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:05 PM 

 480.
continue to pressure the government but need to keep the modernisation agenda in the
forefront
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:03 PM 

 481.
Expose and attack the government's failings at every opportunity
 Thu, 10/11/07 2:02 PM 

 482.
Extend attack and outline our policies



 Thu, 10/11/07 2:00 PM 

 483.
Carry on in the same way. Gordon is "pinching" Conservative policies and actually
benefitting me as a widow and second home owner who will gain from increase in
Inheritance tax and reduction in Capital Gains. Nonetheless, the Conservatives have
paved the way for this after a long time and it is ironic that, should Labour put these
measures into practice, I shall be pleased but will never vote for them as they are not
honourable people.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:59 PM 

 484.
Press for a referendum on the EU Treaty and continue in "attack dog" mode.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:58 PM 

 485.
Maintain the presure, work on their own manifesto in secret and act as a very strong
Opposition party, something that has been lacking for some time - now they have to show
they can do this if they want to be in power
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:55 PM 

 486.
Continue to articulate Conservative principles and policies so that the electorate know
what we stand for.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:53 PM 

 487.
1. Continue to press this Labour Government to KEEP ITS ELECTION PROMISE to
hold a referendum on the new European Treaty. 2. Promote the concept that Mr Brown's
Government is INSTITUTIONALLY CORRUPT. From Mr & Mrs Ball's latest tax-
saving wheeze on their publicly-subsidised properties to the new PRESCOTT LANES
designed to allow Labour MPs to jump the lunch queues and grab the best choices ahead
of not only their secretaries, office cleaners and the many other hard-working and
dedicated people who work in the Palace of Westminster, but also of guests and other



visitors. 3a. Keep asking the questions "What again?" and "what year was this first
announced?" everytime a Minister makes a statement. 3b. If the Minister claims this is
the first time he has announced it, ask "and which Party did you steal that idea from?" 3c.
If the Minister fails to announce anything new, ask "will you be making a copycat
announcement after the Conservatives have put forward their policy ideas in this area?"
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:52 PM 

 488.
Keep united, keep up the coherent attact on the Government and role out gradually
sensible policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:52 PM 

 489.
Keep reminding people of the failures of this government especially their rape of pension
funds which will affect millions of people. If the strength of personal pension funds is
measured since 1999 to date the poor performance is startling.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:50 PM 

 490.
Stay on the offensive
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:49 PM 

 491.
Keep the pressure on Labour and their dishonesty and sly style of Government
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:48 PM 

 492.
bring back IDS ditch DD
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:45 PM 

 493.
Continue knocking them back on all the items we pledged in David Camerons speech.
We haven't seen the last of them yet.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:44 PM 



 494.
Presumably continue with the policy review? George Osborne said in one interview that
more policies would be announced in an imminent General Election campaign - there is
now time to refine these.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:44 PM 

 495.
Put more heat into the referendum campaign while Brown's on the back foot and while
even members of his own party are airing doubts on his judgement. If he's forced to
accept another of our policies we can suggest that as we're actually making his policies he
should step aside - CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MAN.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:42 PM 

 496.
Have the courage and foresight to acknowledge and celebrate the Christian foundation of
our system of government and of our society. Challenge the government constructively
and creatively. Avoid personal attacks and political point scoring - play the ball, not the
person.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:42 PM 

 497.
Keep the pressure on relentlously. NBash Brown so he can't recover. Everything is
personal today.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:39 PM 

 498.
Attack on the EU treaty for a referendum
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:39 PM 

 499.
Keep the pressure on for a referendum on the EU TrTreaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:36 PM 



 500.
Roll out the policy programme in sensible stages and renew the approach to the Civil
Service re preparations for Government

501.
Much more of the same for the next four years. TB ran a campaign which lasted this time
- we should do it better. At last we are filling the net of the open goal.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:35 PM 

 502.
Keep drawing attention to Labour's dishonesty - but calmly and factually.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:32 PM 

 503.
keep the pressure on Brown and his failings as Chancellor
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:29 PM 

 504.
Develop further policy initiatives given that Labour have stolen some of the past parts of
the current crop.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:28 PM 

 505.
Promise an EU referedum to take back power.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:25 PM 

 506.
Strengthen Local Conservative Associations to deliver effective campaigning week on
week.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:23 PM 

 507.
Keep relentless pressure on Brown and co. so that he gets rattled and stops that stupid
smile
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:23 PM 



 508.
Continue the united attack
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:22 PM 

 509.
Use every opportunity to remind the electorate that Gordon Brown is a political
chancer.The additional raid on pensions and the Health budget are good starts.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:21 PM 

 510.
be consistent and keep selling the same message work as a united team
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:20 PM 

 511.
Pressurise Brown at PMQs and in the media to call Elections/Continue to campaign on
the EU Referendum & inform the public that Labour is stealing Conservative policies and
they have no "vision" of the country - Brown & Labour not an idealist, but a greedy
opportunist.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:18 PM 

 512.
Get David on the attack more; use IDS as the front for compassionate fixing of broken
society - a truly knee trembling speech
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:16 PM 

 513.
other than david davis,resign, and look for someone to lead the party who acts,sounds,and
looks like a Statesman
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:14 PM 

 514.
Attend to transport. Prohibit long road closures after accident victims removed. Urgent
road building required



 Thu, 10/11/07 1:13 PM 

 515.
Push the issue of a referendum on the EU Constitutional Treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:08 PM 

 516.
Role out a steady stream of small and big ideas to keep the public nodding in agreement -
every new housing development to have a cycle path separated from roads (small idea),
all science and engineering degree courses to be fee free (bigger idea)...
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:06 PM 

 517.
Keep fighting on true conservative principles. Keep grammar schools, reduce tax, give
more to those genuinely needing it and means test all who want a subsidy.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:06 PM 

 518.
Work hard to consolidate the good policies outlined during the Conservative Party
Conference. Do not let the government get away with the claim that they have raised the
Inheritance Tax threshold when they have done nothing of the kind. Sensible married
couples have already made provision to use both nil-rate bands, and this policy is unfair
to many individuals including many in a second marriage with separate families to
provide for.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:05 PM 

 519.
Brown is waekened by his decision not to call an election, we must now campaign
ruthlessly on the NHS and education. Brown is starting to lose these issues and we must
build on that.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:05 PM 

 520.
As was set out in article on Conservative Home on Sunday! Donal



 Thu, 10/11/07 1:05 PM 

 521.
Put the non-election behind us, continue with the unity, continue with the assault on
Brown and his record, bring out more policies and continue to act like a government in
waiting.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:04 PM 

 522.
Keep laughing at Brown. He believes his own hype that he is a heaviweight. Get our
candidates and workers out onto the streets with public displays of confidence.
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:02 PM 

 523.
Don't let up on them - when you have the initiative, go on the attack. Keep the policy
going!
 Thu, 10/11/07 1:00 PM 

 524.
The IHT proposals discriminate against people hwom have long term partenrs. We can
not marry at present due to issues with he current husband. Why should Gays and
Lesbians be given preferntial treatment on IHT. Every one should be treated fairly and
equally !!
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:58 PM 

 525.
Keep going, don't get too negative and keep campaigning...oh and the shadow cabinet
should come out of the shadows a bit more...
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:58 PM 

 526.
highlight brown's destruction of private sector pensions whilst at the same time gold
plating MP's & Ministers pensions. High light english votes for english issues. Show our
commitment to democracy by supporting a vote for Scottish indepence whilst supporting



the unionist case. Highlight the fact that the English are being denied a vote on the EU
treaty by two Scottish politicans Brown & Campbell.England is already under foreign
rule. Campaign for a referendum on the EU treaty based on the principle of elected
politicans demonstrating integrity.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:57 PM 

 527.
Spend the time between now and the election highlighting the deteriorating economic
situation. They should ensure GB is shown as responsible for it. They should establish the
ground for public opinion to support wider tax cuts when the election is called.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:57 PM 

 528.
Stick to mainstream Conservative policies - smaller state, benefit reduction, immigration,
EU Referendum
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:56 PM 

 529.
Get back to Tory basics - Tax, Education, EU Referendum, Crime, Hospitals
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:52 PM 

 530.
keep the pressure on the Government so that Labour cannot easily recover from their
current position
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:50 PM 

 531.
Continue the attack, just as david did a pmq's. Everytime a conservative is interviewed
they should be reminding people of labours failure and how conservatives would do it
differently
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:50 PM 

 532.
Get candidates, with local knowledge and ability to talk to local people, in place. In our



area it is important to have someone who can understand the local dialect, fail us in this,
and the SNP get the seat.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:47 PM 

 533.
KEEP UP THE PRESSURE
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:42 PM 

 534.
Keep up the unity within the party
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:42 PM 

 535.
Maintain pressure on the government, highlight their flaws/spin, take advantage of New
Labour's own-goal with the press by improving our relationship with the media (esp. the
newspapers) and most importantly stick to our balanced vision for the country.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:40 PM 

 536.
Keep up the pressure. Keep coming up with winning ideas like inheritance tax reform.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:40 PM 

 537.
keep up the pressure. Do what they haven't been doing for the past 2 years, which is
disect the record of this government. The trouble is that Cameron Conservatives have
been so intent on appearing as liberal as possible, that they've entirely failed to ensure
that it's clear to the public that the problems we have at the moment are a direct result of
this government's policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:39 PM 

 538.
1) Keep the emphasis: Brown represents the past and only a continuation of the
Blair/Brown Govt, that the Govt is tired, and we & Cameron represent the future. "When
will the past make way for the future?" 2) Use the new mood for tax cuts as an



opportunity to portray ourselves as the only rteal tax-cutting party (but we'd tax cuts
responsibly etc as GO and DC say), and expose tax rises hidden in Darling's statement 3)
Tough law and order policies that protect the public and respond to the security dangers
Liam Fox and Michael Gove point out. 4) Continue support for marriage and the mum &
dad family as the basic institution for healthy society
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:36 PM 

 539.
Get storng advantages o immigration law and order and to some degree europe, not allow
Brown to out patriotise them (eg on iraq), not give rash promises eg on tax and spending ,
but make it clear tax cuts will help, appeal to small ptoea righwing groups on issues like
gay adoption rather than mindlessly copy labour and work above all else on credibility (
includinging perceived honesty), caring for the poor and caring for ordinary people
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:33 PM 

 540.
Oppose the govt at every opportunity , emphasising their incompetence, impact of high
taxes eg on pensions of ordinary people, and we should be appealing to peoples hopes
and aspirations to improve life for themselves and their families
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:32 PM 

 541.
EXPOSE THE HIDDEN LONG TERM DEBT KNOWN AS PFI
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:30 PM 

 542.
Do not engage in too much personal comment- leave that to the media! Concentrate on
presenting a unified party which is capable of governing. Expose the flaws in Labour`s
policies without giving too much away, but make sure the nation understands that
Conservatives will devolve power to local decision makers, eg to schools and hospitals.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:26 PM 

 543.
The pressure must be kept on the Government and we must exploit every opportunity to



show that this is not a 'new' government with fresh faces, fresh policies and a higher
moral standard - it is the same old lot of shysters and spin-merchants that we've been
putting up with for the past 10 years. We must emphasise that they are tired and
ideologically bankrupt and that Britain needs change.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:25 PM 

 544.
Propose more popular Tax Cuts
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:25 PM 

 545.
Continue to attack Brown as the pal of Blair for the last 10 years
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:24 PM 

 546.
Keep fighting and get good press coverage!
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:23 PM 

 547.
KEEP THE MEMBERS UNITEDAND TELL HIS FELLOW MP IF THEY ARE
UNABLE TO SAY ANYTHING POSITIVE LEARN TO KEEP THEIR MOUTHS
SHUT. CONCENTRATE A LITTLE MORE ON RURALITY.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:22 PM 

 548.
Press for a Referendum on the EU Constitution/Treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:22 PM 

 549.
Point out forcefully that Darling has made absolutely no improvement in the inheritance
situation except to save people the expense of setting up a trust - he has stolen our
headline but not our policy! And concentrate on real Tory policies that affect ordinary
people's lives not things which only appeal to minority groups.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:21 PM 



 550.
Keep united and attack positively
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:19 PM 

 551.
Keep up the pressure
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:19 PM 

 552.
Carry on! Pursue Labour on govt waste, immigration, crime, the referendum and
increases in Council Tax
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:18 PM 

 553.
Keep going as we are and keep the arguments about tax/the economy, immigration limits
and law and order to the fore
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:18 PM 

 554.
Be relentless about government lies and spin and be honest with the electorate about our
own plans - we must clearly demonstrate that we know why there must be a
COnservative government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:18 PM 

 555.
Do what an Opposition should do - attack the incompetent government & continue
preparing policies for government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:17 PM 

 556.
Now that they have started to earn their pay as H M Opposition, they should continue to
highlight the failings of brown Gordon over the past 10 years.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:16 PM 



 557.
The should continue the battle for ideas. The election will be fought on a platform of
rolling back the State. Britons - especially Southerners - are paying an ever higher
proportion of their income in tax which is unsustainable in the long term. Even though
Brown and darling have stolen many of Osborne's key economic policies, the Labour
Government finds funding elsewhere. The Tories must continue to put forward the
political, economic and moral case for lower taxes which I believe the country is
gradually embracing. In addition, they should not be frightened to criticise the ridiculous
sums of money being pumped into the NHS. Who said health in this country should be
fully funded by the State and free at point of use?
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:15 PM 

 558.
The Conservatives MUST stick to the same agenda that was evident at the party
conference: they MUST continue to attack the Labour Party's failure with the NHS,
education, crime and Immigration. The evidence is all there in the Govt's own records;
use it to hing them! Gordon Brown is only interested in Gordon Brown; he is a vindictive
vicious character who should be exposed for what he is.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:13 PM 

 559.
Identify large areas of Government activity and spending that can be reduced or
eliminated, starting with the quangos, and then draw up a list of taxes to be cut or
abolished, starting with raising the personal income allowance to £1000 immediately,
then £12000, and thereafter to be linked to average earnings. This would take the lowest
paid and people on basic pensions and a little more out of income tax altogether.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:13 PM 

 560.
keep on the pressure. come up with more great policies, including some classic Tory
ones- immigration etc.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:11 PM 



 561.
Keep up the pressure and attack on all fronts.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:08 PM 

 562.
Keep up the pressure on the ethics of stealing another party's reforms, and telling lies to
cover up the misdeed. There should be punishment for lying, barring ministers from from
office unless they have proof that the reforms had been previously discussed with other
members of the cabinet.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:07 PM 

 563.
Keep calm, don't get complacent. Keep up the pressure on Brown.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:07 PM 

 564.
keep up the pressure on "small State, low tax Government" (as I and many others have
said all along!!!)
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:07 PM 

 565.
Keep thinking of good, brave ideas, which the Labour party will steal, and make a point
of publicising that they haven't any good ideas of their own! Keep battering, don't worry
about Punch and Judy, they might be your friends after all.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:05 PM 

 566.
not harres brown to much,do we want an other labour before next election?
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:05 PM 

 567.
Expose elements of CSR and pre budget report: - the short change the labour version of
tax changes has given the tax-payer; and - inadequacy of funding for law and order.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:04 PM 



 568.
re-inforce small government and targeted tax cuts like stamp duty
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:03 PM 

 569.
Keep attacking all members of the Cabinet. Persistent calls for a referendum on the EU
Treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:02 PM 

 570.
Keep up the pressure. Balls and Milibands are blustering idiots. Cracks showing up all
round. Darling is weak - more facts and figures about finances which don't add up must
be pressed upon the media - at last they now seem to be more open to reason! And have a
go at the BBC - it is a disgrace - bring on privatisation.
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:00 PM 

 571.
In the immediate future, hammer away at Brown's credibility
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:00 PM 

 572.
Not get too clever or act like theyve won the non-election
 Thu, 10/11/07 12:00 PM 

 573.
Step up their camoaign for a rEFERENDUM ON THE DRAFT EU CONSTITUTION,
INCLUDING STAGING MASS PUBLIC RALLIES.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:59 AM 

 574.
They must keep the pressure on. Talk less about the environment, talk more about
combatting anti-social behaviour, getting police back on the streets, tougher jail
sentences, restoring discipline in schools, promote family life, get our hospitals clean, an



EU constitution referendum, getting competitive sport back into schools etc. There are
loads more I could list. People want to hear policies that directly affect them, in their
neighbourhoods, in their pockets. The conference was a great success, George Osborne
played a blinder and our leader did just that - He led from the front. Don't give this labour
government a moments peace!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:58 AM 

 575.
Continue their attacks on the record of this useless Labour government and Gordon
Brown's pivotal role in the Blair years.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:58 AM 

 576.
Keep on digging at the Labour party.. make them squirm and highlight the issues that
affect the poorly paid - like the increase in taxation from 2008.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:57 AM 

 577.
Campaign on the broad policies announced in Blackpool and NOT get sucked into detail.
We are tax-cutters and localists. The electorate need to know no more.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:57 AM 

 578.
Come out with policies that labour woulndt dare to do
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:57 AM 

 579.
expose the pensions fiasco and the endless stealth taxes
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:55 AM 

 580.
continue to produce firm and clear policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:54 AM 



 581.
Sell us to the media - the media has no doubt spent £000,s on an election that never was...
exploit what the owners must be feeling about having wasted their cash
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:51 AM 

 582.
plan tax cuts and civil service reductions
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:51 AM 

 583.
Do all it can to ensure an EC referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:50 AM 

 584.
Forge policy into a presentable shape, commit to a smaller government, reduce taxation
and red tape, attack, attack, attack this wretched government at every opportunity
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:48 AM 

 585.
Be calm. Do not worry too much about the polls which will fluctuate. Be constructive
and look like a Govt.in waiting. Go on the attack selectively,when you feel sure you can
land your punches [which might be quite often!]. Don't be rush into announcing policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:46 AM 

 586.
Continue to expose Brown's weaknesses. Expose the limitations and unfairness of
Brown's Inheritance Tax proposals for singles, divorced etc. Focus on the tax rises in the
budget affecting small businesses. Avocate balanced tax cuts to stimulate the economy.
Some proposals to reinstate pensions values.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:46 AM 

 587.
Go out and meet people north of Watford gap.Not stage managed interviews, but consult
with people who work and seek their views of what Britain needs.If an election is not



called for at least two years then David Cameron, who admitted to being well educated-
but he is still wet behind the ears,will have time to mature.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:45 AM 

 588.
Focus on real Taxcuts, Immigration controls and the EU Referendum AND the NHS
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:44 AM 

 589.
Say no further to a United Europe.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:43 AM 

 590.
Continue changing.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:43 AM 

 591.
Work extremely hard to try to retain unity. Make sure all activists are extremely clear
about current policy in key areas (NHS; education) and that we have clear headline
messages in these areas backed up with a lot of analysis for the nerds.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:42 AM 

 592.
Keep showing the country the true colours of Gordon Brown because BROWN +
YELLOW = RED and as we all know red is the true colour of the Socialist not blue as
portrayed at their recent conference. So how about some sort of clever advertising
campaign showing the above in action
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:38 AM 

 593.
Hammer Brown continously on the referendum, on continuing the Blair spin (Perhaps it
should be suggested that it was Brown spin all along)and on not telling the truth
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:36 AM 



 594.
Say they will double defence expenditure.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:36 AM 

 595.
1. Maintain 'Party Unity' 2. Remind the public of 10 years of labour failures combined
with higher taxation 3. Continue a 'tax-cutting' agenda - properly costed 4. Continue to
campaign about the NHS 5. Seek a referendum on the European Treaty/Constitution 6.
Continue to behave like a Party who seek power to improve the Country 7. Continue and
deepen the 'broken-society agenda' - with solutions like drug re-habilition
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:34 AM 

 596.
More of the same
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:34 AM 

 597.
Feel very glad that Brown is in the driving seat now when an economic downturn is very
likely so that he can take the blame. Get ready to form a government in 3 years and
during that time give the Labour party HELL and dont take off the pressure they have got
away with the most outrageous behaviour unchallenged.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:32 AM 

 598.
Keep the pressure up on Brown and SHOW A UNITED ATTACK!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:32 AM 

 599.
Keep on announcing good traditional Tory policies. Stop rabbiting on about the
environment, more than enough has been said on this already . Keep Zac Goldsmith out
of the limelight. Dont hug any more hoodies, preferably threaten them with Borstal.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:31 AM 

 600.



Consoladate the Party.It's important that THE PARTY show that they are singing from
the same songsheet.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:30 AM 

 601.
Announce more popular policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:30 AM 

 602.
Stay united and focused.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:28 AM 

 603.
Playing on the leadership weakness of Brown. We musn't over do it but must return to
this theme and pick opportune moments to highlight this weakness Most members of the
Commons from all parties know that he is weak and has no courage whatsoever. Handled
in an intelligent way by the party, most voters will come to realise this.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:26 AM 

 604.
Keep stressing the importance of a referendum on the EU constitution, attacking Brown's
dithering, and ensuring the shadow cabinet have a suitable response to any initiative of
NuLab and bring up the press image.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:26 AM 

 605.
Keep fighting and challenging in the House at every opportunity to undermine Gordon
Brown and his uninspiring team. Get maximum press coverage excluding Andrew Marr
who is so obviously Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:26 AM 

 606.
Push for a Referendum about the E U constitution
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:25 AM 



 607.
Keep hitting G.B. with lots more tax reducing idea's he may take them on board too.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:24 AM 

 608.
Continue to review the Task Force reports, encourage debate in the Party & country
about options. Reclaim the intellectual and policy debates for mainsteream, one nation
Conservatism. Maintain the pressure on Gordon Brown and Labour.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:23 AM 

 609.
Announce that their policy on the E U treaty should be put to a referendum....then
Gordon will steal the idea !!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:22 AM 

 610.
Press home the attack:- pension theft weakening economy eu referendum elected
mayors/chief execs give local authorities more autonomy excess regulation highlight the
dangers of further eu integration identify and commit to eliminate particular bits of red
tape NB Each shadow minister needs to select one principal campaign where
Brown/Labour is weak and ensure they are associated with that in the public and medias
first reaction
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:21 AM 

 611.
Attack all the time
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:21 AM 

 612.
They need to bring out radical alternative's to Labour that they will not be able to copy.
ie. radical overhaul of the tax system which should be a Flat tax or the first large step
towards it. This will enable us to take the low earners ( below £15000 p.a.)out of the tax
system and take them off benefits



 Thu, 10/11/07 11:20 AM 

 613.
Seriously consider an increase in the personal tax allowance to around £12,000. It would
take thousands of part timers out of the tax net [mainly women/mothers], reduce the need
for family support requests, free up the inland revenue staff for redundancy or other
duties, AND MAINLY wrong foot the gov as they just cannot see that allowing the low
paid to keep their own money rather than having to pay tax and THEN get it back from
the Gov is the wrong way to go. It is quite wrong for tax to be paid on money needed to
live on and this would be a marvellous day for the tories. Its a real freedom statement and
it can be announced as helping the low paid and will pay for itself.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:19 AM 

 614.
No need for new policies yet. Keep turning the heat onto Brown and his spin and the
emptiness of his Government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:19 AM 

 615.
keep the momentum by attacking Brown and 10 years of Labour failure
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:19 AM 

 616.
Stay on the offensive - continue to act, and appear to be governing by proxy. There is a
needs to push the public victory on IHT into a wider acceptance that high taxes are not
necessary for good quality public services. Gently, mixing the strands of Cameron's
ideas, the Conservatives can dominate the mainstream of political ideas, but also
rehabilitate rejected ideas as part of the sensible solution for the future of Britain. The
Zeitgiest of Google needs to combine with its economic might.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:18 AM 

 617.
Not lose their nerve, keep up the pressure, develop the policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:18 AM 



 618.
Keep up the attack of "time for a change." It will 18u or even 30 months before the
election, plenty of time for the economy to destroy Brown and for Cam to paint him as an
old solution for today's problems.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:17 AM 

 619.
keep up the pressure on Brown: pick up on every slippery example of spin, and expose
each time an attempt is made to pull the wool over the electorate's eyes by disseminating
the details widely.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:15 AM 

 620.
Keep badgering at all times
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:14 AM 

 621.
Campaign for a European Referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:14 AM 

 622.
Follow up immediately with an English parliament and education vouchers
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:14 AM 

 623.
Build on their policy documents and let people know what they can expect from a
Conservative government when the time comes to go to the polls.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:12 AM 

 624.
Keep up the pressure on Gordon Brown and the Labour party and avoid making
announcements that will deter the people who do not know which way to vote.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:12 AM 



 625.
Stress Brown's indecision about 'everything' he says, keep reminding people about
'Chicken Saturday' and keep asking 'when?' is he going to call a General Election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:11 AM 

 626.
Announce that when the Conservatives win the next election that they will hold a
referendum on leaving the EU
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:11 AM 

 627.
Keep their foot on the accelerator. They've got the upper hand and if they lose it its the
end!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:11 AM 

 628.
Commit the party to a referendum on EU withdrawal
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:10 AM 

 629.
keep it up, throw more at him at the next PMQ (e-petition, anyone?)
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:09 AM 

 630.
Get their teeth into Brown's backside and keep them there! They MUST criticise the Gvt
at every turn - lose no opportunity. eg pensions black hole due to Brown's raid years ago.
My husband is a postman, He and his co workers didn't realise that the reason their
pension fund is so delpeted is due to the Brown Raid. Many of them are labour voters
who (this week) are wavering in their labour support as a result.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:08 AM 

 631.
Hammer away at good solid conservative policies to ce=reate breakthrough Britain. The



move away form PC issues is welcome.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:07 AM 

 632.
Keep New conservative values alive!
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:06 AM 

 633.
Keep attacking Labour vigorously.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:05 AM 

 634.
Attack the Government on U turns re Tax cuts and relate to the referendum and economic
policy.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:04 AM 

 635.
ck the bastards at every opportunity
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:04 AM 

 636.
Keep up the attack on Brown's dithering
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:04 AM 

 637.
keep kicking Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:04 AM 

 638.
Don't rush out any new but ill-thought through ideas. We have time now to drip-drip-
drip.
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:03 AM 

 639.



Keep banging 'traditional' (Tax Cuts, EU, Immigration, more Prison places) policies. No
sooner have we started doing so - and hey presto !
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:02 AM 

 640.
Keep preeing for a Referendum on Europe and keep actively and Vigoursly opposing the
Government
 Thu, 10/11/07 11:00 AM 

 641.
Unpick Gordon Brown and "New Labour". Develop programme for government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:58 AM 

 642.
Avoid complacency as Brown is clever at causing division in The Tory Party (e.g
Grammar Schools and parents rules for voting against these will be raised by him again
to hopefully slit the Tories again. Avoid any more ammunition such as tax cuts that
Brown could "steal" or as is his smoke and mirrors appear to steal to negate Tory
advantage in the polls. Unite with the CBI, Small businesss organisations and the BCofC
to fight as hard as possible the changes to taper relief and Capital Gains tax that hit the
small entrepreneurs and not Big business in the next Budget. Also expose the inequities
and cost in solicitors fees for about 1m people in the so called "raising of the Inheritannce
tax threshold to £0.5m". Show that this "tax cutting Budget statement" combined with the
previously announced tax changes all of which take effect next April are in fact a very
substatial tax increasing package.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:57 AM 

 643.
Campaign for an EU referendum
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:57 AM 

 644.
Keep up the momentum, keep re inforcing the bottler brown image and think up new
ideas for the election when it comes



 Thu, 10/11/07 10:57 AM 

 645.
Keep up pressure Campaign on fundamentals and beliefs (announced policies will only
be copied)
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:56 AM 

 646.
Maintain pressure by exposing that the Euro Treaty is a rerun of the Constitution and win
a vote for a Referendum inn Parliament
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:55 AM 

 647.
Get rid of David Cameron
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:54 AM 

 648.
more tax cuts
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:53 AM 

 649.
Press for the vote on the EU 'thing' (however described)
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:52 AM 

 650.
Work night and day, finding holes in their policies & follow the Campbell rule book
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:51 AM 

 651.
Give the crowing a rest. We're all delighted Brown's been seen for the cynical coward
that he is but the public find the triumphalism distasteful. He should cooncentrate on
further laying out a positive conservative vision for the country without stating specific
policies as Labour will only take these.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:51 AM 



 652.
Continue to oppose the Government Prepare for the Election
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:49 AM 

 653.
Keep up pressure and momentum
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:48 AM 

 654.
Stick to the game plan. Press hard the deep differences in beliefs and political philosophy
between the Conservatives who want to enable and empower people to achieve their
ambitions and the Labour Party which is still obsessed with class difference and wants
total control over people's lives. We must keep up the pressure on Brown but not give
him too many more policy ideas to steal.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:46 AM 

 655.
Pull together their policies into a clear vision for the future of Britain.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:45 AM 

 656.
Look after the pensioners they have put more into this country then anyone else and get
less out. On that you would win the election. Brown only takes from them.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:45 AM 

 657.
Kick them in the bollocks! Keep on with quality Hard policy and if the Labour party have
the balls to keep nicking them let the press take the piss as they have done already. The
public will see that they have no ideas left!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:45 AM 

 658.
Listen to David Davis



 Thu, 10/11/07 10:45 AM 

 659.
Specify what the UK must be do to improve its position in the world league tables for
education and skills to avoid decline when the financial sector deteriorates relative to
elsewhere, such as to Dubai, Quatar and Abu Dhabi for example.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:44 AM 

 660.
They must continue in this agresive manner.Let the public know what they plan.The
keeping of ideas behind closed doors was a cause for the bad polls during the close
season.We must highlight Browns failures and highlight troops situation as well as the
pension saga.The latest budget shows in the small print the elderley are going to lose out
yet again.The financial warnings need to be up atthe top of the list.Brown was reputedley
the clever money man.Where is the clunking fist we had to frightened of.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:43 AM 

 661.
Keep united and keep elaborating Conservative policies. Be positive.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:43 AM 

 662.
Stay focussed, united and confident
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:43 AM 

 663.
Moral high ground and attacking govt more
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:43 AM 

 664.
Discredit Gordon's Brown image for economic prudence and moral rectitude. e.g -1.
Remind public of amount lost by Gordon selling 50% of our gold reserves - by
comparing proceeds to what we would have got if they had been sold at today's price. -
Promise to implement Parliamentary Ombudsman's recommendations on Equitable Life



scandal when published (should be near future). There are 1 million Equitable
policyholders affected by this, and the Government cover-up to avoid paying
compensation. Could keep on mentioning Northern Rock fiasco and poor FSA
supervision on back of this (and Gordon Brown's weakening of Bank of England's
supervisory powers (cf how much better B of E handled secondary banking crisis in 1974
than FSA now) - keep on mentioning how Gordon Brown has destroyed pension
expectations for most younger people working in private sector (end of final salary
schemes for new entrants) by withdrawal of tax credits reclaims from pension schemes
Promise electoral reform: - only English MP's be allowed vote on English matters -
reduce number of Scottish and Welsh MP's so that same size electorate per MP applies
across UK - even suggest revisting Barnett formula (would play well in England,
especially the North, as well as being socially just. I say this as an inhabitant of Wales
(who might lose out financially as a a result.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:42 AM 

 665.
Keep showing how labour's ideas are not working
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:41 AM 

 666.
Keep on at Brown and his crew. Foget the word "green" . Lets hear from the
Conservatives more often about the real issues we all want to hear. Do not make public
any further policies that Labour can copy.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:40 AM 

 667.
Win
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:40 AM 

 668.
Continue to present Tory policies - most of which will be adopted by the government!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:39 AM 

 669.



Ramp up their opposition to the official management of everyday life
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:38 AM 

 670.
Build on the position they now have but do not give away any more secrets to Coward
the thief Brown before the next election for him to steal and claim as his own idea.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:37 AM 

 671.
ATTACK ON ALL FRONTS.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:37 AM 

 672.
Keep pushing a mixed message of modernism and more traditional Conservative policies
- start preparing new policies for a 2009 election - council tax would be a winner with
County Council elections on the same day...
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:37 AM 

 673.
1) Stamp on the dissenters in the ranks of the Tory MPs and ensure NO public venting of
disunity. No problem with private debate, but lack of discipline is a sure way to destroy
all our efforts. 2) Put enormous resource behind Boris Johnson to ensure he wins the
London Mayoral Election in May. This will be a huge morale boost to the party of the
winner 3) Continue the resource allocation within the Marginal constituencies 4) Win as
many by-elections as possible
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:36 AM 

 674.
Continue to pressurise the government's mistakes and campaign on a positive,
Conservative agenda
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:33 AM 

 675.
Keep up the attack in the House of Commons, must keep an united front. Push home the



tax cuts and Labour pinching our ideas.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:33 AM 

 676.
continue as before
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:33 AM 

 677.
Above all remain as united and openly supportive of each other as they have been over
the last two weeks. All ministers likely to be interviewed should commit to memory the
useless policies (well some of them, they couldn't remember ALL of them as there have
been too many) of the Labour party and also the amounts of money that were wasted on
them, and then they should quote them when they are being criticised by Labour
Ministers on the efficacy of any ideas that they - (Conservatives) might have.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:32 AM 

 678.
continue to announce sensible Tory policies, every one that is stolen by Labour will
prove that the old regime has no ideas and no mandate and will move us closer to a Tory
victory
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:32 AM 

 679.
Appear ready for government - maybe a little less political after PMQs, the public don't
like too much of that. But the cult of Gordon Brown must be undermined. This is key - he
will adopt any policies he thinks will win him the election and rely on Labour being more
popular and himself in particular. Also there needs to be a easy to understand a clear
theme - one you could expect to hear back from someone in the pub. Like "the
conservatives believe in letting people who know best decide and take responsibility" -
but much better. You need say 4 key points, maybe three that explain the philosophy
which lets people know how a Conservative government will act.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:32 AM 

 680.



Give no quarter to this Government as the results of its target driven, micro managed
economic policies come apart at the seams. But, no more new Policy announcements for
a few months PLEASE,
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:32 AM 

 681.
Keep up the attacks on Brown's character and his lack of trustworthiness. Not announce
any new tax policies for the time being. Continue to make Lib Dem voters a target.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:32 AM 

 682.
They will have to keep up the momentum and the pressure. This will be no easy task One
weakness of Gordon Brown is, strangely, being ignored - the West Lothian Question.
This is an Achilles heel that must be exploited.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:29 AM 

 683.
attack Gordon Brown every minute of every day
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:29 AM 

 684.
Pursue the public sector schools reform and show exactly how it will be organised. Win
back the support of small and large business from Labour.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:28 AM 

 685.
Challege Brown and Labour at every turn but criticism alone is not enough now; the
public want solutions/policies as well. The Tories must not screw up!!!! No more Ealing
by-election fiascos, no more weird unacceptable tax rises!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:28 AM 

 686.
Put flesh on the bones of the policies outlined in David Cameron's speech so that they can
deliver when Conservatives are elected and form a government.



 Thu, 10/11/07 10:27 AM 

 687.
Develop further family friendly policies and keep attacking Gordon Brown for his lack of
authority and vision.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:27 AM 

 688.
Ram home the ever-increasing size of the GNP defecit and the virtual extinction of
manufacturing industries throughout the UK, all courtesy of NL's mismanagement and
lack of clear foresight. Emphasise that four more years of their incompetence will
bankrupt the country and leave us a satellite state subsumed within a Euro- conglomerate
with no voice or rights of redress.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:26 AM 

 689.
Keep united, most important, no infighting, no scandals. Keep focussed on the important
things. Keep up the pressure and give Gordon enough rope and he will ...... Makes sure
that all the above names get some kind of media coverage so everyone knows who they
are. AND WIN.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 

 690.
Keep going! The new agenda, combining 'compassionate conservatism' like the
environment and NHS with more traditional Tory issues like tax, immigration and
Europe is working well. Mr Cameron's two finest moments, in my opinion, were his
speech to Conference and Wednesday's performance at PMQ's.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 

 691.
Introduce the "Wasting your money/incompetence" theme. The public must be reminded
of the sheer incompetence of Labour Ministers.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 



 692.
Keep up the pressure and display hamony in the group
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 

 693.
Concentrate on our rights and liberties - no ID cards. A bit more emphasis on England,
English Parliament, English people. Never mind the all inclusive British that Gordon
talks about - tho really he is secretly a Scot!!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 

 694.
Keep a few policies to be announced nearer the election but push the direction we are
going down until then. Attack Brown on pensions etc but offer positive solutions too.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:25 AM 

 695.
Cosolidate! Take careful note of exactly what turned things around - ie. promised tax cuts
and the manner in which they were presented. Not too much gloating - Brown is ruthless
and is likely to be at his most dangerous when pushed into a corner.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:24 AM 

 696.
Continue to develop policy. Make sure MP's are disciplined as :Lab ones were before 97
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:23 AM 

 697.
Keep after Gordon Backed out on a general election Refused a promised referendum IS
HE FRIGHTENED OF THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:23 AM 

 698.
Push forward with policies and attack Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:23 AM 



 699.
Come up with more attractive policies and attack Gordon Brown's record (impact of his
borrowing catching up on us, for instance)
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:23 AM 

 700.
Keep a steady ship.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:23 AM 

 701.
Not announce policies which can be stolen by Burglar Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:22 AM 

 702.
carry on the attack & policy reviews
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:22 AM 

 703.
Carefully wind up Brown until he self-destructs Hold back on further policy
announcements for quite a while Reinforce the success of rebuilding enthusiasm by piling
into a wide range of marginals
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:22 AM 

 704.
Insist on EU Treaty Referendum
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:22 AM 

 705.
Keep up pressure, but not get carried away.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:20 AM 

 706.
The Conservatives must keep up the current level of campaigning particularly in the
marginals and David Cameron and his Shadow C must ensure that they have an excellent



research and Policy making team behind them,make decisions and must try to ensure
cohesion amongst Conservative MPs
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:19 AM 

 707.
Keep introducing new economic policies including tax reductions and action to reduce
debt. As Bill Clinton said "its the economy stupid"
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:15 AM 

 708.
Bang MPs heads together and make sure they understand the word loyalty. Replace the
Chief Whip immediately with Andrew Mackay. Ban all outside interests for the Shadow
Cabinet. Make them WANT to win and SHOW it. Nail HMG on every occasion and re-
link Brown with the problems.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:14 AM 

 709.
Push harder for referendum on European Reform Treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:14 AM 

 710.
Keep rolling out the policies Keep calling for EU referendum We activists need to keep
campaigning hard
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:14 AM 

 711.
Using the lead that they have gained continue to show the tax problems for what they are,
whilst at the same time explaining to the public how they are going to make the publics
life easier.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:14 AM 

 712.
maintain pressure by denouncing Labour anouncements and continually identifying
Brown with the Blair/Brown failures of the last ten years.



 Thu, 10/11/07 10:14 AM 

 713.
First of all, show that the inheritance tax proposals in the Autumn Statement are, in fact,
empty as nothing materially changes from the present situation. Continue to attack on the
NHS, the Maidstone & T. Wells fiasco are a terrible indictment of government and their
employment of incompetent managers, who see their job to fulfil targets, forgetting
patients. The fact that so many hospitals have these problems is a public disgrace in this
day and age. The excuse of shortage of staff on wards is unacceptable, bearing in mind
that we are constantly told that there are more drs. and nurses than ever before. Attack on
what DC correctly described as "fads" in education: cross curricular teaching and "topic"
teaching have returned to primaries. Didn't work last time and won't work this time. Also
point out that recent statistics on marriage and single families have proved that marriage
is the best thing for children. Children are not a right, they are a blessing.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 

 714.
Develop the exact detail of the policies announced at Conference; develop plan of action
for government; explain the Breakdown Britain report by IDS more widely across the
country; keep up constructive criticism of the Government and pressure on Brown;
ensure the Northern task force is doing everything it can; maintain and strengthen unity
behind David Cameron and take full advantage of media coverage to convey positive,
united message.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 

 715.
keep showing up the lies and deception of everything coming from no 10 and no 11 and
the appalling innaccuracies of their treasury forecasts
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 

 716.
Reinforce their credibility
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 



 717.
KEEP UNITED! abd keep up the pressure on the Government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 

 718.
Fight for a referendum and keep up the pressure
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:11 AM 

 719.
Continue to abandon 'Green' policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:10 AM 

 720.
Use their new-found confidence to persistently harry the Government with well
researched evidence of blunders and their consequences
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:09 AM 

 721.
In the background work on sound, pragmatic and workable policies that can be seen as
both workable and fair (even in a begrudging sense)by the majority of the rational public.
In the foreground forensically unpick the full range of government policy and highlight
how centralised control and a lack of discipline in the public finances is not the way to
go. Avoid smugness and "told you so" attitude and when things go wrong for the
government give a general impression of calm, reasoned, articulate and sensible criticism.
If things go wrong for the party (which from time to time will happen) be upfront about
admitting mistakes, disagreement etc and DO NOT use spin. Overall act competently and
thoughfully.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:09 AM 

 722.
Campaign against the state's invasion into what used to be our private lives
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:09 AM 

 723.



To daily expose a flaw in Brown's management of the economy; robbing pension funds;
increasing council taxes; extra funding for Scottish councils; long term personal care free
in Scotland but not in England.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:08 AM 

 724.
Sack Theresa May! And then... Keep up the pressure for a referendum on the EU treaty
with more of the fighting spirit we saw yesterday in the House!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:08 AM 

 725.
stay united keep working on policy no public squabbles don,t overdo the personal GB
stuff don,t get too cocky
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:07 AM 

 726.
Campaign for a referendum on the EU treaty and KEEP OPPOSING THE
GOVERNMENT
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:07 AM 

 727.
Stay united - keep rows/internal debates private Know about their departments & be well
(& accurately) briefed (especially on controversial areas that they are bound to be asked
about)before appearing on TV, radio, etc. Don't duck questions, but don't give answers
that Labour and the media can throw back Attack attack attack! All be visible-not just
Cameron, Osbourne & Hague
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:06 AM 

 728.
Attack Labour financial policies, particularly the effect on small businesses and warn of
the problems ahead.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:05 AM 

 729.



Answers on a postcard. David should drop the Dave image and concentrate upon being
seen as a statesman and future prime minister. Conservatives should look and act like the
natural party of government ready to take the country away from the misguided delusions
of the last ten years and towards a bright and confident future not cloudied by political
bickering.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:05 AM 

 730.
Protect the ashcroft strategy at all costs. Labour have identified that they cannot compete
with this and will either seek to label ashcroft backed candidates as puppet's from Rotten
Boroughs or legislate to limit spending over a praliament. The tories must also work to
drag out the lib dem's leadership difficulties. If Ming is replaced smoothly by Clegg or
Huhne, then we will have some real competition again. The party must also approach a
bi-focal approach to policy development. Short term announcements should be coupled
with long term strategy's on tax, the health service, education, knife and gun crime in
cities, cutting carbon emissions and transport. I do believe that more MPs need to buy
into Cameron and feel that he cares about what they think. The responsibility for this also
lies with the shadow cabinet who should be given more responsibility for policy
development. through this process they should include more of the party.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:04 AM 

 731.
Produce more policies and outpace Labour.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:04 AM 

 732.
Concentrate on wooing the media. (If it's not on the telly or in the paper, it hasn't
happened for most people). Continue to madden and destabilise Brown. Don't criticise
Ming.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:03 AM 

 733.
Attack, then attack and then after that attack again, Brown's record as Chancellor,
especially on pensions (especially taking into account recent statements on the S2P)
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:03 AM 



 734.
Continue to produce good Conservative policies and stick to their guns. Keep up the
attacks on Brown, and keep them consistent
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:03 AM 

 735.
Continuosly hammer Gordon Brown for all the mistakes he has made as Chancellor - the
worst ever. The theft of pensions, the stupid gold sales, the massive debts he has left, the
ridiculous amounts of money which have been wasted - this man is totally incompetent -
put the boot in !!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:02 AM 

 736.
Work on Labour, trip them up and maximise gains in May and win the Mayor of London
and Assembly elections outright.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:02 AM 

 737.
Act like a good opposition
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:02 AM 

 738.
They should concentrate on promoting the fact that Conservatives are the party of ideas
for the future and the two tax ideas stolen by Labour indicate how barren they have
become under the new PM.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:01 AM 

 739.
Attack Brown over the referendum on the EU constitution.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:01 AM 

 740.
Build a credible programme for government, taking advantage of this remarkable



opportunity.
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:01 AM 

 741.
Develop and explain policy
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:01 AM 

 742.
Win!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:01 AM 

 743.
Keep their powder dry on policy announcements - make some, but keep plenty back for a
blitz when the election comes. And stay united!
 Thu, 10/11/07 10:00 AM 

 744.
Press on with the various challenges to Brown's credibility. I particularly think it is
important to challenge his alleged economic competence. I would really love to see the
Conservatives mount a sustained challenge on the Private Finance Initiative which has
put us all in hock for the next 30 years.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:59 AM 

 745.
Continue to undermine GB whenever it is appropriate.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:59 AM 

 746.
Keep trying to remind people what Brown is really like
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:59 AM 

 747.
Keep up the pressure with well thought out plan of action and no slanging matches.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:58 AM 



 748.
Be bolder and go after Labour with constant aggression. Contiue to re-engage with
traditional Tories, whilst also offering a distinct alternative message for disaffected voters
who have now seen through the Brown sham of "change" and "purpose". Drop the silly
discrimination against the people who have been the backbone of the Tory Party for so
many years and drop the politically correct agenda that has been encouraged in the party
for the past two years.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:58 AM 

 749.
Remain united and push the government on every major issue, including the NHS,
education, taxation, the economy and Europe.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:58 AM 

 750.
Keep on at Brown about how his supposed strength of character is in a fact a sham and
his only real concern was for his and the Labour party's political future and not what's
best for the country.

751.
Continue to release good, sensible policies and maintain the steady course the conference
has set. All the mistakes in the last two weeks have been Browns, he will continue to
make them.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:57 AM 

 752.
Gordon Brown seems unable to to deal with anything to which he hasn't had a chance to
script an answer. Cameron ought to come up with something new for each PMQ just to
see him flounder.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:57 AM 

 753.
Stay focussed and cut the peripheral stuff - loony ideas, husky hugging and so on. The
economy is absolutely central and Cameron and Osborne have neglected it till recently.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:56 AM 



 754.
Keep the pressure on the Labour front bench - don't stop the attacks on their record
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:56 AM 

 755.
Continue common-sense policies without sacrificing their core principles and beliefs
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:55 AM 

 756.
Work hard and no more gimicks
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:55 AM 

 757.
Keep up the pressure on 'New Labours' deceptions and slight of hand. I'm 100% anti
union but the stunt played on the prison workers etc are deplorable and for the first time
in my life I actually sympathised. 2.5% should mean 2.5% and if it's to be 1.5% + 1%
then it should be headlined as such. 1000 troups withdrawn before Christmas etc etc.
Deception is the brand of new labour and the public need frequent reminders! The same
is true of all the tax rises - they're all un-obvious and sneaky... THAT is 'New Labour'!
An expenditure comparison with 10 years ago for an average families tax burdon is a
good place to start...
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:54 AM 

 758.
Relentlessly push for an EU Constitution referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:54 AM 

 759.
keep unified and refrain from making Ancram style helpful helpful comments and Tebbit
style bitter ones
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:54 AM 

 760.



Get back to business ensuring they talk positively about how a Conservative Government
would change the way the country is governed whilst lambasting Labour for their
inability after 10 years profligacy to do the job competently. Continue to campaign
locally using all the materials produced (they'll be out of date in 2 years time)Key themes
to promote Labour past: Conservative future. Localism, freedom,NHS improvements,
Law & Order improvements, Education improvements, value for money,efficiency. Also
put more meat on the policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:53 AM 

 761.
Start campaigning on the constitution - Scotland, EU Treaty etc
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:53 AM 

 762.
Keep the pressure on Brown. 1.EU Referendum. 2.Go hell for leather over the Web site
Brown commented on. 3.Down turn in economic forecast.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:52 AM 

 763.
Tackle ALL issues and try not to hide away from all important issues i.e. Europe,
Immigration, taxes etc.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:52 AM 

 764.
Take the high ground, behave like a statesman, spell out Conservative principals and
devise a strategy to deny Labour are economically competent.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:51 AM 

 765.
Keep attacking on the economy
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:51 AM 

 766.
without any question they need to get business back on side and should therefore promise



to re-introduce the 0% starting rate of corporation tax. this would galvanise small
business in the same way the promises on inheritance tax galvanised the baby boomers.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:51 AM 

 767.
Consolidate a few shadow members profiles such as G Osborne who the public have not
taken much notice of before.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:50 AM 

 768.
Get rid of Brown and the rest of his gang which is destroying our way of life and the
unity of the UK
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:50 AM 

 769.
Keep up the momentum and play on Brown the ditherer. Key messages to attack Brown
should be that he is indecisive, he breaks his promises (i.e. over EU constitution) and that
he is perhaps the most cynical PM and greatest spinner we have ever seen. All of this will
undermine his reputation with voters. Hold back on revealing more policies until they are
needed.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:49 AM 

 770.
Not come up with any stupid ideas, like supermarket car park charges, which not only
alienate the electorate, but make us seem out of touch
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:49 AM 

 771.
be united keep up the attack be visible
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:49 AM 

 772.
Keep the good ideas coming and work on driving home David's comment about once
they were the future.



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:48 AM 

 773.
Pull the labour policies to pieces
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:48 AM 

 774.
Play the game as we Conservatives expect to play ie FAIR AND SQUARE and not
crooked like Blair and Brown's team have been doing for the last x years. Now we MUST
convince the young first time voters, who have only known a dishonest load of monkeys
in charge of this country, that we are not like them and can be relied on to do as we say
we will do in a totally honest and open fashion. ie PLAY THE GAME. This will win us
thousands of young voters.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:47 AM 

 775.
Maintain the impetus and stress the new politics theme.Flesh out the Localist approach
and tell people how this offers communities real hope for change.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:47 AM 

 776.
Continue to remind the electorate that Labour have pinched our ideas. Also continue the
pressure for a referendum. Lastly, highlight the Lothian question and how it affects
England.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:46 AM 

 777.
Set out policies regularly that Brown is forced into adopting the way he adopted the
inheritance tax move. Make him look like a useless follower
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:46 AM 

 778.
Dont keep on about Brown and the GE but concentrate on firming up our policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:46 AM 



 779.
Keep putting pressure on Gordon Brown.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:45 AM 

 780.
The most important thing is to consolidate the allegiance of ex-liberals.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:44 AM 

 781.
Press home the advantage by forcing a vote on a referendum on the EU treaty.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:44 AM 

 782.
1. Ensure that all of the shadow cabinet members become known to the public. 2.
Maintain the attack on Gordon Brown 3. Stay united 4. Stay in the centre ground
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 783.
Come down to earth
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 784.
Keep up pressure on GB and make him crack, lose his temper
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 785.
Continue to take Labour apart. Work on an alternative to the current council tax system
and simplification of taxation, tax credits and national insurance. Announce another key
policy just before the budget when it is too late for Labour to respond.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 786.
Continue to lower taxation and support Grammar Schools. BUT above all to state they



will give a referendum on the proposed EU Constitution
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 787.
Keep emphasising the point 'there on our side' it is instinctive to want to take less of
peoples money in tax, unlike labour. NOT FLASH, JUST SPIN,DITHER AND PANIC,
THATS GORDON.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 788.
Keep up the pressure on inheritance tax - as what is proposed by Darling is what already
happens now! Also for a referendum.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 789.
Stop trying to score infantile points - put on a more mature approach.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:43 AM 

 790.
constantly plug away at every oppotrunity at the 'perception problem' for Brown - he's a
calculator and a conniver, he is a Labour man through and through and not a Prime
Minister.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:41 AM 

 791.
Continue on the same strategy of putting forward coherent, pragmatic, easily understood
policies, with emphasis on tax reforms and tax cuts
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:41 AM 

 792.
Keep up the pressure, making fun of Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:41 AM 

 793.



Keep it together - don't let the unity and loyalty slide.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:41 AM 

 794.
Hold GB to account for the economic chaoes which abounds. Do not lose the grip and
continue to not simoply be HM Opposition but HM Government In Waiting. Look more
like a Team.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:40 AM 

 795.
Keep attacking,especially policies on health improvements and effiencys,and SO
CALLED LAW AND ORDER ISSUES.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:40 AM 

 796.
Less Politically correct crap and more conservatism
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:39 AM 

 797.
battle on
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:39 AM 

 798.
pREPARE FOR AN ELECTION ,IT WILL COME SOON
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:39 AM 

 799.
Keep on doing what they have been doing. Campaigning and calling the government to
account when they do wrong.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:38 AM 

 800.
ATTACK! ATTACK! ATTACK!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:38 AM 



 801.
Announce the dismantling of the majority of the newLabour 1000's of new criminal
offence laws and the surveillance society. Give Britain back its freedom.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:37 AM 

 802.
Win over the right leaning newspapers.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:37 AM 

 803.
Maintain their present pressure on the PM Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:36 AM 

 804.
Keep fighting on the issues that matter to people, and show Labour to be bereft of ideas.
Keep showing up Brown for what he - a man who has been at the centre of the power for
10 years though he chooses now to conveniently forget that. But keep clear of personal
insults. Make it about policy and not people.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:36 AM 

 805.
Stick to the message and policies from Blackpool. DO NOT complicate things. Keep the
message simple. DO NOT get into silly costing rows with Labour. Show real examples of
the Swedish education model working there.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:36 AM 

 806.
Keep the initiative
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:36 AM 

 807.
Address England. We've lost Scotland and Wales. Promise the English the same
democratic rights as the Scots and Welsh...and English Parliament



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:36 AM 

 808.
Declare stringent right-wing policies on crime and immigration control, including more
prisons and rigorous border control but don't jail those guilty of financial crimes - ruin
them instead. Bin ASBOs and electronic tagging - they don't work. Let's have much more
draconian jail sentences for drunk/drugged drivers who cause death or injury. Give more
despatch box time to Hague, Davis and Fox. Follow through with reduction in inheritance
tax - stick to it! Cut unnecessary levels of so-called 'management by suits' in hospitals -
more money for cleaners to tackle MRSA/MSSA/C Diff. All these are popular.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:35 AM 

 809.
Keep up a continual attack on the government loud and clear to the community, via the
media. Do not spin, do not give secrets away too soon and always tell the truth which can
be substantiated.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:35 AM 

 810.
Push on the issues relating to our broken society, talk about what we would do, show
where the Government is wrong. Crime ASB are big issues and have been, but the
Governments approach is not fixing it.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:34 AM 

 811.
detect the thriving mood for tax cuts; restore 1m IHT relief; But, immediately depoliticise
the Eu referendum by a nonparty alliance of MPS- aka The democracy movement
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:34 AM 

 812.
Begin announcing some further policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:34 AM 

 813.



Campaign VERY HARD for a referendum on the EU Constitution.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:34 AM 

 814.
Be ready - Prepare their plans for government so they hit the ground running when
elected. Vitally important that they use this time wisely, expand on what they have
already announced and be ready to GO!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:32 AM 

 815.
Attack HMG over sale of gold in late 1990s depressing price of gold worldwide and it
has taken years to recover, theft of personal pensions via the 1-7-97 budget with the
advanced corporation tax "reform". GB is the single architect for the collapse of personal
pensions after Robert Maxwell. The West Lothian question, why should Scottish MPs
have any say at Westminster anymore, they should stay in Scotland and sort it out. Who
paid the exorbitant price of the Scottish parliament? british taxpayers, not Scottish
taxpayers. I could go on, but won't!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:32 AM 

 816.
Continue to be a strong opposition, and pull the Government up at every opportunity.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:32 AM 

 817.
Keep on hammering the Labour Government. They will get them in the end!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:32 AM 

 818.
shut up and wait for a minute or two
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:32 AM 

 819.
Sort out how to pay for all the things identified last week that need to be addressed.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:31 AM 



 820.
Keep hammering away at Labopur failure over borrowing, health, education, the great
pension theft (abd when are the Cons going to redress this - to gain a massive grey vote?,
Treatment of troops and pathetic MOD performance.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:31 AM 

 821.
Work on holding the party unified and concentrated on winning the next election
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:31 AM 

 822.
Develop the organisational campaign ability to campaign locally in seats across the
country and stretch Labour activists and make them feel they are going to lose. We must
not be complacent and we must not appear to think we have already won it. Keeping the
momentum going for two years will be tough.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:31 AM 

 823.
Come clean on Council tax funding
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:31 AM 

 824.
Agree some very clear messages e.g. 1. Bring back selection in schools - what fairer
method is there? And as a country, don't we need to know who the brightest kids are at
the earliest opportunity? 2. Reduce the overall burden of tax on the UK as a whole 3.
Governments need to only concentrate on the following. Other stuff they need to leave to
private individuals or Charities to get on with - Building a supporting the
communications infrastructure (Roads, Rail, Bus, Air, Radio, TV and
Telecommunications) - Setting the highest possible standards in education at primary,
intermediate and higher levels - Reintroducing Apprentice schemes and reinvesting in
Technical Colleges - Providing large financial incentives for Students to study maths, the
real sciences of Physics, Chemistry and Biology and real engineering like Electrical,
Chemical, Electronic, Mechanical, Manufacturing - Policing - i.e. More police on the



beat - Scrapping the Human Rights Act - Pulling out of the Geneva Convention on
Asylum - Scrapping the FSA - they are inadequate and incompetent - Scrapping all
Quangos - that's how to pay for all those Tax cuts - Having a serious discussion and
distinction between Accident & Emergency and the need to have everybody save or
insure themselves for health care - Restore the Pension Dividend Tax Credits to the
Pension and Life Insurance Industry - Get rid of the Index linking of Civil Service, Local
Authority and MPs pension advantages - Tax money must not be spent on providing gold
plated and Index Linked pensions for public servants - Bring back corporal punishment
and discipline in Schools. Kids need structure and they need to learn that they have to
learn - Pull out of Europe or give us a referendum - whatever, we need to be in charge of
our own destiny - Renew focus on food security and the retention of short, local food
supply chains - from Farmer to local abattoir to local butcher. Same with vegetables and
fruit - Forbid supermarkets from town centres - Forbid supermarkets from (collectively)
having more than a 30% share of the food and groceries market in the UK as a whole.
That would ensure local production
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:30 AM 

 825.
Consolidate the boost to their credibility, keep unified, ensure the constituency
organizations capitalise on the success. Deny GB and Labour the chance to restore their
credibility.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:30 AM 

 826.
Use Pauline Neville Jones more. I was very impressed at conference. Pauline comes over
as very experienced, she has gravitas and looks like an aunt that always knows what is to
be done and is for the best. Use IDS's passion as shown at conference.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:30 AM 

 827.
Win the 2009 election?! We obviously have to attack Brown for politcal expendiency,
ignorance and arrogance concerning the economy, the fact that he won't change anything
because he has been an architect of the mess we are in now (or will be very shortly)
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:29 AM 



 828.
Keep up the pressure
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:29 AM 

 829.
Stick to the job of OPPOSING this dreadful government and keeping to the core Tory
values and principles, which means: hammering the government on the mess in the NHS
(GET RID OF TARGETS!); violent crime; proper policing; lack of prison spaces; mass
immigration; STOP building on flood plains & the green belt; NO road pricing; gradually
reducing the huge amount of taxes we pay now; GET RID OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS
ACT so we get some natual justice back in this country; and help us get some control &
freedom back in our own lives instead of the horrific "1984" state we're turning into.
FORGET ABOUT GREEN ISSUES - MILLIONS OF US BELIEVE THE WARMING
CLIMATE IS MORE A NATURAL EVENT & THAT IT HAS NOT BEEN PROVEN
OTHERWISE - IT'S JUST ANOTHER EXCUSE TO TAX US MORE.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 830.
Base Parliamentary questions on old announcements made by Gordon Brown and ask
why no progress has been made or it is now being presented as a new initiative. Do
everything possible to embarrass him on his past performance: As they keep saying
"judge us on our performance".
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 831.
Start to put together a proper package of costed tax cuts, financed by cuts in public
expenditure.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 832.
Keep the pressure up and maintain a united front.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 833.



Bring out more proposals and get the government running
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 834.
FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT TO WIN
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:28 AM 

 835.
Keep on wrong-footing Gordon Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:27 AM 

 836.
They have got to hold this government to account for its failures in competence in every
department. Build a recognisable and credible shadow government in waiting.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:26 AM 

 837.
keep on top of brown in the house.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:26 AM 

 838.
Remain together & fight Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:26 AM 

 839.
Keep publicising their policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:26 AM 

 840.
Push the low tax agenda now there's some momentum there, and reinforce the point that
earlier this week Darling destroyed Labour's business-friendly creds
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:26 AM 

 841.



Remember first principles. Emphasize Freedom and Choice. The type of pressure that
has, or could have, the most effect on improving schools, hospitals, cars, [insert your
selection here] is the freedom to choose and the availability of information to make an
informed choice.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:25 AM 

 842.
Continually remind voters that we've had 12 years of New Labour promises with few
results
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:25 AM 

 843.
KEEP ON THE OFFENSIVE. Don't let Brown dissociate himself from Blair's Blunders.
ATTACK Darling's latest financial statement - the inheritance tax announcement is a con
and the extra tax on small companies is iniquitous. Emphasise Brown's responsibility for
the last ten years of financial mismanagement and the imminent consequences. ATTACK
the Goverment record on practically everything - with hard evidence not just rhetoric.
KEEP HIM SQUIRMING!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:24 AM 

 844.
Consolidate our improved standing, and start a pincer movement against Brown,
comprising: prong one - attacking Labour over its incompetence; prong two - presenting
more robust policies on traditional Conservative strengths like taxation, law and order,
crime and immigration.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:24 AM 

 845.
keep focused on their new polices and stay positive
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:23 AM 

 846.
More of the same. Simple but efective policies backed up by detail of how they will be
implemented. Low taxes and less government will be key issues whenever Brown



decides to hold the election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:23 AM 

 847.
continue to fight on policy, and not get dragged into general abuse of mr brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:23 AM 

 848.
Push home their advantage and develop a more comprehensive policy agenda. Start
acting like a government and pretty soon they could become one!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:23 AM 

 849.
Stay united! For goodness' sake, stay united! Stop criticising our own leader in public,
start holding Brown to account for the last ten years, and we may just have a chance at
the next election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:22 AM 

 850.
The PMQ attack this week was excellent and should be repeated, but not every week.
Three reasons. A) David Cameron would quickly be viewed as a single minded 'attack
dog' if he went in at this strength every week, so would soon be perceived as negative
(justly or unjustly does not matter). B) To keep Brown off balance (not difficult). C)To
keep the 'attack dog' moments newsworthy. I also believe that the fact Brown 'stole'
popular policies from the Conservatives is back firing, as it is becoming obvious, on
inheritance tax at least, that all they stole was the headline, as the substance was to
grandly give us what we already had. This gives momentum to keep the idea of Brown
being all headline and spin, and no substance, in the public eye. I also believe the poll
bounce was mainly because the tax cut announcements at the conference showed that the
'new' Conservatives are firmly committed to a small government, low tax regime, and are
now seen to be able to produce popular, workable policy. I think the specific cut itself
was less relevant. I would see no problem now in very publicly releasing policy
statements, some of which Brown will be expected to steal. Not only would such theft
provide more 'attack dog' moments it also means that Brown would eventually make
efforts not to be seen to be stealing policies, which will move him off the centre ground,



and undermine him even more. All of this will help push the election toward May 2009.
A long time to wait, but all claims by Brown to be running a stable, strong economy will
be seen by all to be completely false, which will allow the Conservatives to come in as
fixing the mess. To win right now will mean that teh financial chickens currently coming
home to roost would arrive on the Conservative watch, and the Brown spin machine
would have a field day (wrongly of course, but unfortunately, it would be viewed this
way by a large number of people). Therefore, the conservatives need to keep up the 'lets
have an election' battle cry, as Brown will now never have one as he will not allow
anyone else to be seen to be calling the shots.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 851.
Pledge a flat tax and withdrawl from the EU
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 852.
Stay angry (where's the money gone), stay united (on law and order alone there's enough
to keep us together) and continue to set out a vision - along the lines of: Money won't
solve it (with "it" being society, schools and educational standards,hospitals etc)
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 853.
Keep asking the government about where they have spent all the taxes raised bearing in
mind improvements in things like the NHS and education are disproportionately low.
Stress how they could manage things better.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 854.
Keep hammering the need for the Country to decide whetether we like Gordon Brown or
not and for a referendum on the EU treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 855.
Keep it up



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:21 AM 

 856.
Batter Browns record at every opportunity. Chip away at Browns confidence - especially
during PMQs - he will begin to show cracks soon. Give the public examples of how
much waste there is with fat government and show how a leaner government will benefit
the taxpayer and the economy. Maybe illustrate this with examples from relatively low-
tax economies which the electorate will associate with the grass being greener
(Australia?). Don't allow Brown to get away with claims of black holes in Conservative
policy costings when he has created the biggest black holes in record himself.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:20 AM 

 857.
Keep up the pressure on EC Treaty Referendum, Finance particularly on Darling, and
Brown's vulnerability on indecision. In the background is the Scottish question because
both PM and Chancellor have no mandate from English voters.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:19 AM 

 858.
Brown has probably blown his best chance of being reelected by not going this year.
Cameron should now concentrate on attacking the Government NOT on public
expenditure increases per se (which will imply cuts by a future Conservative
Administration - never popular with the wider public) but the inefficient way that extra
expenditure has been spent. The Unions seem to be getting uppity, ?a new winter of
discontent to exploit.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:19 AM 

 859.
David should keep attacking Brown. Keep up campaign with Sun newspaper etc
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:19 AM 

 860.
Fill the political vacuum and be seen as the natural party of government whilst keeping
up the pressure on Brown for failures past and present.



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:19 AM 

 861.
The Parliamentary party should keep themselves in the media (positive press coverage).
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:19 AM 

 862.
Continue exposing New Labour's multiple weaknesses, lies and failures including their
near total failure to put taxes to effective use. The "third world" state of the countries
infrastructure. Illiterate children and pathetically simple university entrance standards to
allow the dolts to get in. Loss of control of our country to the EU. The excessive cost of
the EU officials and representitives all with their snouts in the trough paid for by my
taxes. Kinnock! Mandelson! What a disgrace that these two vindictive and proven
failures continue to operate without control. Kinnocks wife! What a disgrace! The
mismanagement of the police, immigration, hospitals. The shedding of costs from
government to local councils resulting in rased community charges. The excessive
numbers of civil servants. The governments borrowing in the good years. Need I go on?
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 863.
Develop the strategy so that the state is reduced as a % of GDP, freedom is given to
Teachers and Doctors to run their own business thereby saving billions in admin costs.
Scrap all targets and decentralise as much as possible. Repair the armed forces and all
service personnel serving in a War Zone should be exempt income tax. Keep up a steady
stream of new initiatives toi achieve the above and keep hounding Gordon Brown.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 864.
Keep the pressure on Brown and show the public that he can not divorce himself from the
last 10 years. Lay the blame for everything at Brown's door. Keep the unity in the party
going! Went to Conference and the fear of the election was wonderful for welding us
together!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 



 865.
Keep up the pressure and continuously reveal Conservative policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 866.
keep on the offensive
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 867.
Keep the newly established unity of the Party. Keep hammering away at the PM and
Labour policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 868.
Don't attack quite so hard. Softlee softlee catchee monkey. Cruelty puts the voters off.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:18 AM 

 869.
Roll out fresh tax reduction proposals; flesh out our proposals on schools, and welfare
reform. Keep the government on the back foot over crime and immigration.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:17 AM 

 870.
Select all their remaining candidates, and ensure all are fighting in their constituencies,
but concentrate Shadow Cabinet visits and majority of funding on target constituencies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:17 AM 

 871.
Stay unified - Please. Labour's front bench is rattled but they are still the Government.
Pick them off one by one without resorting to yahoo behaviour. PMQ's was just about
right.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 872.



Disparage Brown, goad him, but don't burn him at the stake. He and his enemies will do
the terminal damage themselves.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 873.
Always be honest with the electorate. Keep the agenda on Conservative ideas.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 874.
Stay calm and prepare for the long haul. Make sure messages are consistent, principled
and don't appear opportunistic.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 875.
keep the pressure on and question Brown's morality and truthfulness
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 876.
Keep up the "No-one can trust Gordon line" - it really hacks him off!!!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 877.
keep the pressure on but not gloat.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:16 AM 

 878.
Force an EU referendum which is also a lets get out of Europe one and next lobby for a 4
year Parliaments - yes and I know that is what Simon Hughes LD has said but he got it
from me which is wnat I considered 10 years ago when there was all this same kind of
problem at the end of the Major government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 879.
Depends on Events



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 880.
Stop blowing with the wind - show some commitment to princples. The only reason we
adopted the new line on tax was because of Cameron's panic in the face of a string of bad
polls. Once again he has changed tack. I am tired of hearing people say that he has no
principles, only a desire to promote himself.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 881.
ALL OUT FIGHT FOR A REFERENDUM ON THE SUPPOSED `NEW` EU TREATY
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 882.
Keep a steady high profile without any more grammar school/Bercow gaffes and keep the
excellent work in the marginals ongoing.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 883.
keep up the pressure. Keep organising and funding the marginals. Build the party in
Scotland and the North
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 884.
Keep to the right!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 885.
Keep on hitting them !
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:15 AM 

 886.
The Party needs to be relentless in highlighting the Government’s record of failure and
incompetence. We don’t need to release too many more policy details in the immediate



future but we should stick to talking about the everyday topics that concern the vast
majority of people throughout the country such as crime issues, tax and the wasting of
resources by the Government and its failure to introduce effective reform in the public
services. It is essential that we remain unified and anybody who hasn’t got anything
positive to say should say nothing.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:14 AM 

 887.
Whilst continuing to expose the Government's weaknesses & failings, we must put across
what we as Conservatives stand for. Very few real voters -even Conservatives - saw
much of Conference. So we need to ram home ALL the main messages heard at
Conference. Only by doing that will we actually win the battle of opinion and therefore
votes.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:13 AM 

 888.
Attack the continuing spin, government waste, policy vacuum and make trust a major
part of the problem; also cash for honours, Brown's mishandling of the economy,
immigration policy.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:13 AM 

 889.
go for tax cuts, cuts in immigration, eu referendum, largely forget green issues, zero
tolerance on crime, sorting out the nhs and most important of all be a decent opposition
party
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:13 AM 

 890.
Promise to cancel the 1972 European Act.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:13 AM 

 891.
Keep the pressure on but do not get carried away. The Conservative Party needs to show
that it is a serious alternative to the present shower.



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:12 AM 

 892.
Relentlessly keep up the attack on Brown's record as Chancellor and his failures to put
the National Interest before that of the Labour Party. Above all, all shadow cabinet need
to be visible on the media and united.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:12 AM 

 893.
Relentlessly expose every bit of spin and every broken promise.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:12 AM 

 894.
Calm down and plot.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:12 AM 

 895.
Concentrate on campaigning for a referendum on the proposed EU Treaty. Reiterate the
Conservatives will vote NO to the treaty.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 896.
Promote tax cutting policies and issues. Adopt the moral high ground as the party that
"promotes policies not politics" - a useful aliteration that might catch on!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 897.
Keep up the pressure but not before taking a deep breath and being very careful not to run
out of steam. We have at least 2 years to go before the election. I think we can justify the
slow trickle of new policies by saying we have to hold back because otherwise Brown
will steal them.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 898.



Stay united, take the fight to Labour and NOT argue amongst ourselves
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 899.
Carry on attacking the ineffectual Labour government. Push for a referendum. Continue
to sing from the same hymnsheet and be united, at least in public.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 900.
Continue with the modernisation message and discussing the NHS and social reform but
keeping a hard line message on tax/crime etc and getting that message out to the country.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 901.
Keep going with ideas that the people will vote for.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 902.
Work hard and ignore Norman Tebbitt
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 903.
Stay in the news, stay making the news, keep the focus on Gordon Brown's character
flaws.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 904.
Fill up that petition Brown mentioned in Parliament!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:11 AM 

 905.
Keep on doing what you're doing, the membership to continue backing DC and not get
'twitchy feet' the next time the polls dip - as they will in the next 18 months. Hopefully
the last two weeks have spurred more activists to do more. We must all keep up the



pressure, week in, week out
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:10 AM 

 906.
Keep Brown wrongfooted, continue putting forward ideas that show he has not got the
mood of the people, even at risk of them pinching some more of them!! The more
combatitive stance is what we need now i.e. OPPOSITION. Brown will lose his temper
and show how nasty he can be.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:10 AM 

 907.
Keep at Brown and make sure the public are not allowed to forget the shambles of last
week.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:10 AM 

 908.
1. Make the sums add up. 2. Abandon localsim and come up with a positive agenda for
using the powers of the central state 3. Announce that he and George Osborne will donate
their potential £250k windfall from the IHT policy to charity. 4. Ditch the civil liberties
stuff so Brown can't gain a decisive advantage over terrorism.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 909.
Shift the no unfunded tax cuts into an identified and costed programme to scrap certain
elemetns of waste form government to deliver further tax cuts. Tax cuts win votes!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 910.
Work hard at keeping the party united, and keep the pressure up on Brown.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 911.
Keep the pressure up and stay united
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 



 912.
Keep on cxourse: push tax-cutting, expose Labour waste, hammer Brown at every
opportunity, and **push for a referendum**
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 913.
Love-bomb the lib-dems.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 914.
Stay UNITED. Concentrate on txes and council taxes. Put all the Green issues on back
burners for a while
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:09 AM 

 915.
If Dave & Co have learned any lessons at all from the last two weeks / 3mths it should be
that straight forward Conservative principles appeal to aspirant and core voters alike. We
only need one policy which should be our guiding light -CUT TAXES- everything we do
and say should flow from this maxim. If it does then every other Tory principle will be
fall into line- smaller state, personal freedom, lower taxes less, bureaucracy, and more
responsive public services. Stand our ground on a referendum and insist that the whole
shadow cabinet pulls its weight and get rid of the dead wood. When you start thinking
and acting like a Tory Mr Cameron, you will defeat the Dunfermline Ditherer, but if you
go back to your Poly Tonybe fixation then we will loose the next election. And while I
am at it—get rid of that completely useless tosser Mundell before he destroys what is left
of the Tory Party in Scotland.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:08 AM 

 916.
ENSURE THAT CONSERVATIVE POLICIES ARE KEPT AT THE FOREFRONT OF
THE POLITICAL AGENDA CONTINUE THE PRESSURE ON THE PRIME
MINISTER REGARDING THE EU REFERENDUM & SPIN POLITICS
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:08 AM 



 917.
Continue to examine tax and announce further tax cuts; continue to campaign for a
referendum on the EU Treaty; continue to focus on immigration; continue to move
quietly away from the Quality of Life report.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:08 AM 

 918.
Get those stupid shoes off Theresa May and hide them!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:08 AM 

 919.
Keep on the attack and achieve dominance
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:08 AM 

 920.
Continue to develop and publicise the policies that have arisen from the Policy
Commission Reviews. If Labour attempt to steal these you can bet that within 24 hours,
as with IHT, the Labour interpretation will be shown to be smoke and mirrors
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:07 AM 

 921.
Flesh out education - this is a policy area we have not been as successful on (yet) as the
NHS, in terms of hammering Labour's record and offering our positive vision for the
future.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:07 AM 

 922.
Stay loyal to our leadership and work togeather to win an election whenever it is called,
this must apply to all our MPs!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:05 AM 

 923.
Carry on highlighting the spin and the fact that Brown treats us all like fools. Keep up the



policy announcements and oppose the government strongly.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:05 AM 

 924.
Not underestimate Gordon Brown ever again.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:04 AM 

 925.
keep up the pressure on Labour and concentrate on getting the new parliamentary
candidates to know what goes on both from central office and the local grounds.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:04 AM 

 926.
LEAD the Party stop manageing based on public opinion GB started to lead ad then the
polls favoured him when he reacted to others they deserted him take note
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:04 AM 

 927.
Keep piling on the pressure - taunts at Brown's integrity and his "vision." Tie him in non-
stop with the last 10 years. Steady drip drip of new policy announcments adding up to a
coherent image of the new Conservatives.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:04 AM 

 928.
Continue with the reform of the Party as intended - campaign and agitate for a
referendum on the EU Treaty as a means of pressurising GB to do a 'U' turn and further
weaken him - do not abandon Green issues as it is an important lure to the Lib Dems and
also the right thing for our time (cars not the problem... new technology is the solution
etc) - develop plans to deal with the crushing level of Council Tax - develop arguments
for rebalancing the public and private sectors without frightening public sector employees
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:03 AM 

 929.
Make sure they maintain a united front. Get Candidates selected in every constituency.



Work on more ideas for the Election Manifesto. Badger Gordon Brown in Parliament and
whenever possible to undermine him and show his weaknesses. We need to hammer hme
our advantage
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:03 AM 

 930.
Attack GB's handling of foot and mouth, floods, Northern Rock. Stop attacks on
cancelled election soon. Devote one PMQs to Europe.Attack PBR.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:03 AM 

 931.
Take every single Labour policy apart, much in the same way Blair used to do to tory
policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:03 AM 

 932.
Keep pushing the line that Brown cant be trusted/a spin miester - once the public's trust in
him is destroyed, the rest is easy
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:03 AM 

 933.
Keep winning the arguements on Economics and money in people's pockets. Clearly the
country was one over with IHT. The govenment are tax and spending again. There is
nothing in the kitty after a prolonged period of boom. There are dark days ahead where
the electorate will look for leadership and guidance. The party must make the most of
this. Add to that some clear policy on crime - the electorate will be ready to vote for the
Conservatives whenever the next election does happen.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:02 AM 

 934.
Stop trying to be New Labour. Offer less taxes, especially for the married; less benefit;
close immigration to all non-European citizens; stengthen the House of Lords, if
necessary by increasing the hereditary element; restore the regiments, restore the Lord
Chancellor's office.



 Thu, 10/11/07 9:02 AM 

 935.
Continue to expose Brown's spin and lack of vision
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:02 AM 

 936.
Make sure they dont come across as too gloating. Push the EU referendum!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:02 AM 

 937.
Keep fighting!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:02 AM 

 938.
Keep moveing back to traditional Conservative values.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:01 AM 

 939.
Continue to push for a referendum on the EU consititution and continue the fight against
this tax raising government. STAY UNITED!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:01 AM 

 940.
Keep our 'powder' dry. Exploit every weakness but avois petty critiques. Hold fast to
solid unity and show we are fir for government
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 941.
Stick to core traditional conservative values i.e. low taxes, small government etc and be
principled.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 942.



Develop and promote dynamic Conservative policies which continually expose bluffer
Brown
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 943.
Hammer Gordon Brown at every plausible opportunity.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 944.
Get on with opposing, the duty of the opposition. Reposition the Green issues to the
lower part of the agenda Put tax and government spending at the top, hopefully with
some tax cuts.
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 945.
Shoot GB!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 946.
Create real blue water with Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 947.
Sit tight!
 Thu, 10/11/07 9:00 AM 

 948.
No more manifesto commitments - don't give Brown an opportunity to nick any more
ideas. The public will understand after the stunt on inheritance tax
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 949.
keep plugging away, announce our policies, if Brown keeps taking them the public know
it. What is important is we have Conservative policies in this country. I would rather a



Conservative administration but I would rather have Conservative policies than Socialist
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 950.
1)Keep the momentum going, making the most of the media's and public's willingness to
listen. 2)Prepare tax cutting policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 951.
Keep up the good work
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 952.
point out the now large number of people who have signed the downing st petition calling
for an election this year - as advertised by brown himself!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 953.
keep up with the offensive and present even more policies
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:59 AM 

 954.
Keep the momentum going by attacking brown publically, particularly at prime ministers
questions as it is widely watched by supporters and floating voters. William Hague was
particularly good at ripping blair apart, David Cameron was very effective this week on
brown and should continue at every available opportunity regardles of brown's "punch
and judy" jibes it was iun my view very effective and had him rattled.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 955.
Keep up the pressure on Labour and look to increase our membership.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 956.



Complete and publish the policy review. This will demonstrate that we are not a one trick
pony. Then go on and on and on about the main themes until we are heartily sick of
hearing about them. Only then will the public catch on.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 957.
Keep up the pressure on the government. Pick up on every single little mistake that they
make, be utterly ruthless. Forget all this 'conciliation' and 'working together' rubbish, tear
the buggers to pieces!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 958.
Do not be triumphalist and assume Labour will tear themselves apart. Rigorously
scrutinise all the Government does and positively criticise; i.e. offer a Conservative
alternative to each problem. We are setting the agenga now and we must build on that.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 959.
Hard campaign on a referendum on the european treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 960.
Keep up the pressure now that Brown is on the ropes!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:58 AM 

 961.
Toughen up their stance against the EU
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 962.
Sharpen up their policy platform and keep repeating it
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 963.



Avoid having other key policies flushed out and stolen by Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 964.
Keep attacking - this is now a pre-election campaign
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 965.
Speak up for the right-wing electorate.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 966.
Stick to his guns, more of the same.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 967.
keep united - keep the pressure on labour & keep giving positive populist leadership as to
why ordinary people should vote conservative
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:57 AM 

 968.
Play it long - it could still be two and a half years before a general election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:56 AM 

 969.
Promise to raise the personal allowance for income tax to at least £9,000
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:54 AM 

 970.
Push harder that fact that Brown's Government is the same Govt as the last 10 years.
Brown held the purse strings for the last 10 years so the NHS, schools etc should be
sorted by now if he was so brilliant. Whilst he good at raising money the spending
controls are appalling. We must show that he is bankrupting the country and in the end
we will pay for it.



 Thu, 10/11/07 8:54 AM 

 971.
Keep the faith! Keep to traditional Tory values. Be strong and keep up the pressure but
don't release too many new policies, Labour will only filch them!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:54 AM 

 972.
Hold steady and consolidate. Generate more activists and be more pro-active in the
constituencies - we can afford the time, they can't. Sell the message that we are nice
people who are proud to be British and will remain so...
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:53 AM 

 973.
Keep informing the public as to where this Government has not been able to improve the
sevices Health Education.The need for infrastructure money if all the houses are to be
built in the SE.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:53 AM 

 974.
Continue to harry the government on every issue, like a true Opposition. Continue to
emphasise Brown and his government as "intellectually exhausted", weak, and the past.
REMAIN UNITED.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:53 AM 

 975.
Try to keep up their image. Be positive, without too much sniping at Gordon Brown's
failures.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:53 AM 

 976.
Keep piling the pressure on Gordan Brown, especially on the question of the referendum
on the European Consitution.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 



 977.
Stick to the modernising agenda, reassuring people on non-traditional Tory issues like the
NHS. Doggedly expose Brown's lies and incompetence. Keep further tax pledges on ice
until closer to the election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 978.
continue to expose the real Brown, the one that treats the electorate with a patronising
contempt
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 979.
Keep up the good work - already started - of exposing Brown and his cabinet on every
occasion. LISTEN to the people. Petrol tax is the highest in Europe - and still rising and
no one has said a word about it.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 980.
to keep on fighting and to continue to fight for there beliefs and to keep working hard as
labour are staring to use the same conservative ideas so they must be right.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 981.
Stick to the strategy laid out by David Cameron
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 982.
Keep laughing at Brown - he can't stand it.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 

 983.
Expose Government's growing weakness on Economy and Public spending
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:52 AM 



 984.
Keep up the pressure on Brown, especially over a referendum on the EU Treaty.
Regarding "green" issues, the emphasis ought to be on promoting common-sense policies
to persuade people rather than threatening punitive "green taxes".
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 985.
Continue to a) publicise the clear promises made to the public during the Conservative
Conference and b) emphasise Brown's unsuitability to continue as Prime Minister, thus
requiring a General Election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 986.
Work out a coherent philosophy of governance and rise above the soundbites and instant
gratification of particular groups. (Currently a shambles.) From that highlight policies
which will win an election.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 987.
Keep on hitting out hard at Brown and Labour policy.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 988.
Spend 100% of the time in the next couple of weeks campaigning against the EU
referendum. After which, more of the same as before
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 989.
Attack, Attack, Attack! Keep reminding the public that Gordon Brown is NOT a different
person - he is the same sly toad that sat next to Blair every week of every year for the last
10 years! If he has so much conviction - where was it over Iraq? If he wanted to ease the
burden on the death taxes - why didn't he do something as Chancellor? Where has his
conscience been over the last 10 years? Hiding behind and kissing Blair's backside!



 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 990.
Keep up the pressure on every aspect of this Government's record but homing in on the
failings in the NHS revealed by the c. difficile scandal. Basically, behave like an
opposition that's hungry for power rather than a few effete old Etonians who would rather
their fags did all the hard work.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:51 AM 

 991.
Continue to attack Brown for his lack of integrity and trust - and his 10 year record
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 992.
Stay united
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 993.
maintain unity
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 994.
Continue to make the case for authentic conservative policies with a human face,
speaking to egalitarian values. He should continue to distance himself from economy-
destroying policies.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 995.
Keep up the pressure with more and more real policy announcements. Brown looks
foolish in stealing them all, and shows he has no real vision for the country.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 996.
Continue to lead the political agenda, leave the media to hurt Brown, while the



Conservatives provide landmark policies that will bring out a positive vote and continue
to squeeze the Lib Dems
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:50 AM 

 997.
Continue to provide strong opposition to Gordon Brown's Labour government whislt
presenting a clear, coherent and balanced alternative.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:49 AM 

 998.
Continue in this vain; Team Brown is severely damaged by the whole election affair.
Gain the political capital.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:49 AM 

 999.
Cut more taxes and promise to roll back the bloated state
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:49 AM 

 1000.
Economy Europe Crime Highlight government failings again- Gordon brown needs to
face incompetency issues from his cabinet just like blair did
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:49 AM

1001.
Attack the labour party on the change of Capital Gains to a high rate as this will harm
existing small business and reduce start ups
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:48 AM 

 1002.
Hold the Government to account and plan very carefully ( but not announce yet ) a full
programme for Government.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:48 AM 

 1003.
Need to keep up the momentum, i.e. stay united, ensure always in the media not just



David Cameron but the whole shadow cabinet. Also need to expose the true nature of
Gordin Brown's character and how he is to blame for many of the problems the country
now faces.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1004.
Carry on in the same manner,they are on an upturn and need to keep on top of what all
Consevatives want, there are somer very serious matters to deal with, economy,
immigration EU . I was very doubtful but now I am delighted at the work put in at the
Conference.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1005.
stick together. consolidate the policies. hone & repeat the public messages. deepen the
conviction. plan the first Parliament. help me to get onto the Candidates List. please!
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1006.
Keep up the policy announcements; keep up the pressure for a Referendum on the
Constitution - Better Off Out if it goes ahead anyway.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1007.
Carry on attacking the PM and getting ideas for a manifesto so when the time comes we
are ready.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1008.
Forensically take apart the PBR & CSR - highlight the hidden taxes & impact on
families.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1009.
Keep up the momentum. Attack Brown for his politic opportunism and obessions with



getting elected.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1010.
Keep up the momentum - not one moment of complacency
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1011.
keep on at it
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1012.
Keep up the momentum with both attack and positive policy messages.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:47 AM 

 1013.
Continue to fight for Britain. Stand up more for the armed forces, demand an increase of
10% a year in defence spending. make more noise about supporting our troops and
getting the best for them. deporting terrorists. lead the debate. dont commit to labours
foolish spending plans. show the people you care
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1014.
Keep pushing on taxes - esp IHT (it doesn't help those who aren't married e.g. the two
elderly sisters) & the hit to middle income earners. Ditto the loss of taper relief for small
businesses. The fact that Gordon Brown has showed he spins as much as TBlair
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1015.
Keep up this wonderful pressure on Gordon Brown. Continue to highlight Labour's
failures. Continue to push for a referendum on the EU Treaty. We have momentum; let's
strive to keep it.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 



 1016.
Keep up the pressure but keep a calm tone. The public will rapidly tire of very strong
assaults about a non-election. We need to concentrate on a) putting our policies over b)
showing Labour up for incompetence and lack of policy
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1017.
Ditch the so-called modernising agenda
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1018.
Direct marketing to target voters to set out exactly what we have to offer.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1019.
Talk about how best to deliver choice and personalised public services
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1020.
Calm down and concentrate
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:46 AM 

 1021.
Get back to core Conservative values and re-appeal to the millions of voters who have
gone to UKIP or other fringe parties.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1022.
Come up with drastic alterations to the Council Tax.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1023.
Stick with their existing course.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 



 1024.
Stick to looking into further tax cut, avoid any daft green tax proposals and fight for a
referendum on the eu treaty
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1025.
Appoint Liam Fox Shadow home Secretary
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1026.
Campaign on Labours record over the past 10 years. Highlight copycat tactics, highlight
the fact that Gordon has been at the centre of government for so long that he can't blame
us or Blair.
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1027.
Keep pummelling Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:45 AM 

 1028.
Continue with the current balance of policies, avoiding any lurch to the Right and keep
up the offensive on Labour
 Thu, 10/11/07 8:44 AM 

 1029.
win


